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Abstract 
We introduce and investigate new methods to define parallel composition of words and lan- 
guages as well as of w-words and o-languages. The operation of parallel composition leads to 
new shuffle-like operations defined by syntactic constraints on the usual shuffle operation. The 
approach is applicable to concurrency, providing a method to define parallel composition of 
processes. It is also applicable to parallel computation. 
The operations are introduced using a uniform method based on the notion of trajectory. As 
a consequence, we obtain a very intuitive geometrical interpretation of the parallel composition 
operation. These operations lead in a natural way to a large class of semirings. 
The approach is amazingly flexible, diverse concepts from the theory of concurrency can be 
introduced and studied in this framework. For instance, we provide examples of applications to 
fairness property and to parallelization of non-context-free languages in terms of context-free 
and even regular languages. 
This paper concentrates on syntactic constraints. Semantic constraints will be dealt with in a 
forthcoming contribution. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Parallel composition of words and languages appears as a fundamental operation 
in parallel computation and in the theory of concurrency. Usually, this operation is 
modelled by the shuffle operation or restrictions of this operation, such as literal shuflle, 
insertion, etc. For various types of insertion operations the reader may consult [22]. 
Other restrictions on shuffle are considered in [3,4], the so-called left-merge, in [28], 
the injiltration product or in [15], the join-operation. No general investigation on the 
possible restrictions on the shuthe operation has been made. 
We introduce and investigate new methods to define parallel composition of words 
and languages. These methods are based on syntactic onstraints on the shuffle opera- 
tion. The constraints are referred to as syntactic onstraints ince they do not concern 
properties of the words that are shuffled, or properties of the letters that occur in these 
words. 
Instead, the constraints involve the general strategy to switch from one word to 
another word. Once such a strategy is defined, the structure of the words that are 
shuffled does not play any role. 
However, constraints that take into consideration the inner structure of the words 
that are shuffled are referred to as semantic onstraints. For some investigations on 
semantic onstraints on shuffle the reader may consult [ 14,24,25,29]. However, these 
semantic onstraints on shtie are not investigated in this paper but they will be the 
subject of a forthcoming paper. Also, we do not consider the shuffle operation between 
trace languages, introduced in [32], although trace languages are widely investigated 
in connection to parallel computation and the theory of concurrency, see [l, 7,8,33]. 
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The syntactic constraints that we consider here are based on the notion of a trujec- 
tory. Roughly speaking, a trajectory is a segment of a line in plane, starting in the 
origin of axes and continuing parallel with the axis Ox or Oy. The line can change its 
direction only in points of nonnegative integer coordinates. 
A trajectory defines how to skip from a word to another word during the shufIle 
operation. 
Shuffle on trajectories provides a method of great flexibility to handle the operation of 
parallel composition of processes: from the catenation to the usual shuflle of processes. 
Languages consisting of trajectories are a special case of picture languages introduced 
in [31]. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to some basic definitions, 
notations and terminology, covering almost all the notions necessary to read the paper. 
In Section 3 we introduce the notion of a trajectory and we define the shuffle of 
words and languages over sets of trajectories. Also, we show how various operations 
with words, operations that are already studied in the literature, can be obtained as a 
particular case of the operation of shuffle on trajectories. 
Section 4 is devoted to the algebraic properties of these operations. The algebraic 
properties investigated concern: completeness, determinism, commutativity, the exis- 
tence of the unit element, associativity and the distributivity over union of the op- 
eration of shuffle on trajectories. Given an arbitrary set of trajectories T, we show 
how T can be extended to a commutative or to an associative set of trajectories. This 
section contains also some decidability results with respect to a number of algebraic 
properties of the operation of shuffle on trajectories. It is shown how starting with an 
arbitrary set of trajectories one can obtain a class of semirings, possibly commutative 
semirings. While some of the considerations are rather straightforward, associativity 
presents major technical difficulties. We have been able to obtain some new general 
characterization results for associativity. 
For interrelations between the usual shuffle operation and free Lie algebras the reader 
may consult [40,41,28]. Other algebraic properties of the usual shuffle operation can 
be found in [9]. 
Section 5 deals with relations between shuffle on trajectories and the Chomsky hi- 
erarchy. Some characterization results are proved. These results are used in Section 5 
to obtain a parallelization of some non-context-free languages. The results can also be 
used to show that a certain language L is not a regular language or that the language 
L is not a context-free language. 
In Section 6 we present two applications of these operations to the theory of con- 
currency and to parallel computation. The fairness property is studied in connection 
with the algebraic properties of the operation of shuffle on trajectories. Also we prove 
a couple of results concerning the decidability of the n-fairness property for a set T 
of trajectories, where n is an integer, n > 1. 
Another application considered deals with the parallelization of non-context-tree lan- 
guages. The parallelization problem for a non-context-free language L consists in find- 
ing a representation of L as the shuffle over a set T of trajectories of two languages Lr 
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and Lz, such that each of the languages L1, T and LZ are context-free, or even regular 
languages. This problem is related to the problem of parallelization of algorithms for 
a parallel computer. This is a central topic in the theory of parallel computation. 
Starting with Section 7, we introduce and investigate shuffle on trajectories of CD- 
words and of w-languages. 
Finally, the paper contains some conclusions and suggestions for further directions 
of research. Several open problems are also mentioned. 
2. Basic definitions 
The set of nonnegative integers is denoted by N. Let Z be an alphabet, i.e., a 
finite and nonempty set of symbols called letters or atomic actions. The free monoid 
generated by Z is denoted by Z*. Elements in C* are referred to as words or jnite 
sequential processes. The empty word is denoted by il. 
If w E C*, then (WI is the length of w. Note that 111 = 0. If aE C and w E Z*, 
then lwla denotes the number of occurrences of the symbol a in w. If A CC, then 
IWld = C&d Ma. 
The mirror of a word w = ala2.. .a,,, denoted by mi(w), is defined as mi(w) = 
a, . . . azal and mi(1) = 2. If L is a language, then 
mi(L) = {mi(w) 1 w E L}. 
The anti-catenation operation, denoted by “o”, is defined as 
u”v = vu, 
for any 24, vE C”. 
Note that the anti-catenation operation is an associative operation with the unit ele- 
ment 1. 
Observe that, because anti-catenation is expressed by catenation, by the formula 
u”v = VU = mi(mi(u)mi(v)) 
then, on this basis, one could change the associated priority by interchanging left/right. 
Assume that C={al,a2,. . . , ak}. The Parikh mapping, denoted by Y, is Y : C* -+ 
Nk. 
qw) = (lwla, 2Ml*, . . .Y I4ak 1. 
If L is a language, then its Parikh set is defined by 
Y(L) = {Y(w) I w E L}. 
A linear set is a set A4 c Nk such that M = (~0 + cz, vixi ) Xi EN}, for some 
vo,vi ,..., v, in Nk. 
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A semilinear set is a finite union of linear sets and a semilinear language is a 
language L such that Y(L) is a semilinear set. 
Definition 2.1 (Ibarra [21]). A simple matrix grammar of degree n is an ordered 
system G=(Ni,..., N,, V, P, S) where Ni, 1 Q i < n, are finite sets of nonterminals, V 
is a terminal alphabet, S is the start symbol, 
S f$ V”ljNi, 
i=l 
and P is a finite set of n-dimensional vectors of rules, (~1,. . . , m), where each rule 
Yi is a context-free rule over the alphabet Ni U Y such that for all pairs of rules, 
ri : Ai - xi, rj : Aj + Xj it follows that JxijN, = IxjlN,, 1 < i, j < n. 
Moreover, P contains also rules (S -+ u), with u E V” and rules (S + Ai&. . .A,), 
where AiENi,i= l,..., n. 
Let G be a simple matrix grammar of degree n. G defines a relation of direct 
derivation as follows: 
s+oV iff (SAV)EP 
and 
UOXlUl . . . && +G uoulul . . . v&i, iff (xi --f vi,. . . ,x,, + 0,) E P, 
where UjC V*,j=O,l,..., n, XiENi,i= l,..., n, and, moreover, the derivation is left- 
most on each of the n substrings in (Ni U V)* of the current string. 
The derivation relation induced by G, denoted +:, is the reflexive and transitive 
closure of Jo. 
The language generated by a simple matrix grammar G of degree n is 
L(G)={wcV* ]S=+v}. 
Notation. SW(n) is the family of such simple matrix languages of degree n. 
If G is a context-free grammar, then L(G) is a semilinear language whose 
set is effectively calculable, see [lo]. The analogous statement holds also for 
matrix grammars, see [21]. 
Pal-&h 
simple 
An abstract family of languages (AFL) is a family of languages closed under 
the following six operations: union, catenation, Kleene star, intersection with regular 
languages, I-free morphisms and inverse morphisms. An AFL is a full AFL if it is 
closed under arbitrary morphisms. 
A slip-AFL is an AFL, A, with the property that all languages from A are semilinear 
languages, see [12]. 
Examples of slip-AFL are, among others, the family of context-free languages, the 
family of simple matrix languages, the family of languages of equal matrix grammars, 
see [46], and the family of finite degree state languages, see [23]. 
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An anti-AFL is a family of languages that is not closed under any of the AFL 
operations. 
For all other notions and results in formal languages that are used in this paper we 
refer the reader to [45]. 
The reader may consult [34,35,2,3] or [18] for general results concerning the theory 
of concurrency. However, our approach will not use these results. 
In the sequel we recall some operations from formal languages that simulate the 
parallel composition of words. 
The shufJIe operation, denoted by LU, is defined recursively by 
(auLubu) = a(uLLlbv) u b(auLuu) 
and 
(ULIA) = (nwu) = {u}, 
where u, v E Z* and a, b E C. 
The shuffle operation is extended in a natural way to languages: the sh@e of two 
languages Li and L2 is 
L,LLL&= (J ULLIV. 
UELI,UELZ 
Example 2.1. abubc = {abbe, abcb, babe, bacb, bcab}. 
The literal shufJEe, denoted by LLII, is defined as 
alaz... a,Wlb,b2 S..b, = alblazbz . ..anbnbn+l . . .b, 
if n < 112, 
alblazbz . . . ambmamfl . . . a,, if m < 12, 
where ai, bj E C, 
(ULLlln) = (nLu,u) = {u}, 
where u E Z*. 
Example 2.2. abalLllbc = {abbca} 
The balanced literal shufJle, denoted by mbl, is defined as 
U]U2... a,~brblbz...b, = 
if n = m, 
if n # m, 
where ai, bj E C. 
The insertion operation, see [22], denoted by -, is defined as 
u - v = {u’vu” ) u’u” = u, u’, 24” E z*}. 
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Example 2.3. ab - bc = (bcab, abcb, abbe}. 
The balanced insertion, denoted by +-b, is defined as 
u’u” 4--.--b u’lJ” = {U’II’U”U” 1 1z.i = Id’/ and 111’1 = ~Y”~,u’,u”,u’,u” EC’}. 
Observe that in a balanced insertion u +-b v both M and v have to be of an even 
length. 
Example 2.4. ab tb bc = {abcb}. 
All the above operations are extended in the usual way to operations with languages. 
3. Syntactic constraints: Trajectories 
In this section we introduce the notion of the trajectory and of the shuffle on tra- 
jectories. The sh&le of two words has a natural geometrical interpretation related to 
latticial points in the plane (points with nonnegative integer coordinates) and with a 
certain “walk” in the plane defined by each trajectory. 
Consider the alphabet V = {r, u}. We say that r and u are uerS0r.r in the plane: r 
stands for the right direction, whereas u stands for the up direction. 
Definition 3.1. A trajectory is an element t, t E V*. 
We will consider aIso sets T of trajectories, T & V*. 
Let Z be an alphabet and let t be a trajectory, t = t1r2 . . . tn, where ri E V, 1 6 i < n. 
Let~,Bbetwowordsover~,a=alaz...ap,p=blb2...bq,whereai,bjEC,1 <i<p 
and 1 <j<q. 
Definition 3.2. The shuffle of a with fi on the trajectory t, denoted clUr,p, is defined 
as follows: if lcll # Jtl, or I/3 # ItI,, then ELIJAH = 0, else 
IILLI~~ = clcz . . . cp++ where, if ltrt2 . ..ti-rlr=kr and ltrt2...ti_rlu=k2, then 
if ti = r, 
Ci = 
akrtl 
bk+t if tj = zf. 
We give also a recursive definition of the operation LL&, where t E V*. 
Definition 3.3. Let C be an alphabet and let al,a2,. . . ,a, be letters from C, not nec- 
essarily distinct. Consider the functions first and last, defined as. 
$rs&(a 1 a2 . . . a,) = ai and Zast,(alaz . . .a,) = a2.. .a,. 
Moreover, 
jirst(al) = aI, last,(al) = 3;, $rst(h) = 0 and last,(A) = A. 
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The operation LLI~, where t E V*, is defined as follows: 
and, otherwise, 
CIWdfB = 
first(cl)(Zust*(~)~~@) if d = r, 
Jir.st(fl)(a~~~Just,(/?)) if d = u. 
If T is a set of trajectories, the shuffle of tl with /l on the set T of trajectories, 
denoted ctLLlr/I, is 
aLLJr/? = u CrLUJ. 
tET 
The above operation is extended to languages over C, if L1, L2 2 C*, then: 
L,L&-& = u EL&$. 
aEL1,BELz 
Example 3.1. Let a and /I be the words a = aia2asa4asC%a7as, /I = blbzb3bdb5 and 
assume that t = r3u2r3ururu. The shuffle of GI with /I on the trajectory t is 
The result has the following geometrical interpretation (see Fig. 1): the trajectory t 
defines a line starting in the origin and continuing one unit to the right or up, depending 
on the definition of t. In our case, first there are three units right, then two units up, 
then three units right, etc. Assign CI on the Ox axis and /I on the Oy axis of the 
plane. Observe that the trajectory ends in the point with coordinates (8,5) (denoted 
by E in Fig. 1) that is exactly the upper right comer of the rectangle defined by o! 
and p, i.e., the rectangle OAEB in Fig. 1. Hence, the result of the shuffle of a with 
/I on the trajectory t is nonempty. The result can be read following the line defined 
by the trajectory t: that is, when being in a lattice point of the trajectory, with the 
trajectory going right, one should pick up the corresponding letter from CC, otherwise, 
if the trajectory is going up, then one should add to the result the corresponding letter 
from /I. Hence, the trajectory t defines a line in the rectangle OAEB, on which one 
has “to walk” starting from the corner 0, the origin, and ending in the comer E, the 
exit point. In each lattice point one has to follow one of the versors r or u, according 
to the definition of t. 
Assume now that t’ is another trajectory, say 
t’ = ur5u3rur2. 
In Fig. 1, the trajectory t’ is depicted by a much bolder line that the trajectory t. 
Observe that 
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Fig. 1. 
Consider the set of trajectories, T = {t, t’}. The shuffle of a with fi on the set T of 
trajectories is 
Remark 3.1. Here we show that all customary operations for the parallel composition 
of words are particular cases of the operation of shutlIe on trajectories. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Let T be the set T = {r, u}*. Observe that L.Llr = LLI, the shuffle operation. 
Assume that T = (ru)*(r* U u*). Note that in this case LLJr = LLI!, the literal shuffle. 
Consider T = (ru)* and observe that LLI~ = LLI~~, the balanced literal shuffle. 
Define T = r*u*r* and note that LLlr= c, the insertion operation. 
Let T be the set T = {riu2jri 1 i,j > 0). In this case LLJr= +b, i.e., it is the 
balanced insertion operation. 
6. Assume that T = r*u*. It follows that l-l& = ., the catenation operation. 
7. Consider T = u*r* and observe that LLIT=“, the anti-catenation operation. 
The following theorem is representation result for the languages of the form L~LLI~&. 
Theorem 3.1. For all languages L1 and L2, L1, Lz s Z’, andfor all sets T of trajectories, 
there exist a morphism cp and two letter-to-letter morphisms g and h, g : Z - XT 
and h : C - C; where ZI and & are two copies of C, and a regular language R, 
such that 
L1UL2 = dW1 WdWUJT) n RI. 
Proof. Let Ct = {at 1 a E C} and & = (a2 1 a E Z} be two copies of C. Define the 
morphisms: g : C - CT, g(a) = al, a E C and h : C - Z;, h(a) = a2, a E Z. Let R 
be the regular language, R = (rC1 U u&)*. 
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Now consider the morphism 
defined as cp(ai) = a, cp(az) = a and q(r) = q(u) = 1. 
It is easy to see that Theorem 3.1 holds for this choice of rp, g, h and R. 
Consequently, we obtain the following: 
Corollary 3.1. For all languages L1 and Lz, L,, L2 C C*, and for all sets T of trajec- 
tories, there exist a gsm M and two letter-to-letter morphisms g and h such that 
L1 UJTLZ = MM% N-W2 I-W. 
4. Some algebraic properties 
4.1. Completeness (surjectivity) 
Definition 4.1. A set T of trajectories is complete iff alLlr/I # 0, for all a, /I E Z*. 
Therefore, a complete set T of trajectories, has the property that, for each lattice 
point in plane, there exists at least one trajectory in T that ends in this lattice point. 
Example 4.1. Shuffle, catenation, insertion are complete sets of trajectories. Noncom- 
plete sets of trajectories are, for instance, balanced literal shuffle, balanced insertion, 
all finite sets of trajectories. 
Remark 4.1. T is complete iff Y(T) = N2, i.e., the restriction of the Par&h mapping 
Y to T is a surjective mapping ( YI, is surjective). 
Proposition 4.1. Zf T is a set of trajectories such that T is a semilinear language 
with Y(T) effectively calculable, then it is decidable whether or not T is complete. 
Proof. Observe that N2 is a semilinear set and that the equality of semilinear sets is 
decidable, see [lo]. 0 
Corollary 4.1. Zf T is a context-free language or tf T is a simple matrix language, 
then it is decidable whether or not T is complete. 
4.2. Determinism (injectivity) 
Definition 4.2. A set T of trajectories is deterministic iff card(aWr/?) < 1, for all 
U,pEC*. 
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Hence, a deterministic set T of trajectories has the property that, for each lattice 
point in the plane, there exists at most one trajectory in T that ends in this lattice 
point. 
Example 4.2. Catenation, balanced literal shuffle, balanced insertion are deterministic 
sets of trajectories. Nondete~~stic sets of trajectories are, for instance, shuf#e and 
insertion. 
Remark 4.2. T is deterministic iff the restriction of the Par&h mapping Y to T is 
injective. 
Notation. The function last is defined as follows: 
last : C* -E:u{J), 
last(A) = ;1 and lastfalaz . . . a,) = an, where aj E EC, 1 4 i < n. 
Proposition 4.2. Let Y be a class of semilinear languages, e&Gectively closed under 
catenation and under GM mappings. If T E 9, then it is deci~b~e whetter or not 
T is deterministic. 
Proof. Let T be in 9, T E 27. Assume that 21, &, 23 are three pairwise disjoint 
copies of 2- that are also disjoint from EC. Denote the elements of these alphabets as 
follows: 
Ci ={a’laEC}, 
22 = {a”/aEZ), 
C3={ZijaEE}. 
Let f, g, h be the morphisms defined as 
f :.7-C;, f(a)=a’ for all a E Z, 
g : C - ,I$, g(a) = a” for all a E Z, 
h : c - s:;, h(a) = Z for all a E C. 
Consider the languages 
Observe that TI can be obtained from T by the following GSM, A4 = (Q, C, 
2 U J%,kqo2’), where Q = {qo,ql,qd, F = {ql,qz}, &qo,a) = {(ql,a’)}, 6(ql,a) = 
(ha’), ha)}, d(q2,a) = {(qz,a)}. It is easy to see that M(T) = T,. Analogously, 
T2 is the image of 2’ by a G&V. 
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Since 9 is effectively closed under GSA4 mappings, it follows that T, and T2 are 
in Y and they can be effectively obtained. 
Consider now the language 
T3 = T,T,. 
Again, T3 is in dp and T3 can be effectively obtained. Define the language 
T4 = UX~)Bs(rMv)lf(~)B E Tr , g(?)h(v) E T2 and ~asU(a)) # la.&?(?)]. 
Observe that the language T4 is the image of the language T3 by the following GSM: 
M’=(Q’,C’,C’,6’,po,F’), where C’=CUC~U&UC~, Q”{~o,p4}~{[pi,a’]la~C,i= 
1,2} u {[~3,~‘,~“ll~,~ E C), 8” = (~4)~ and 
&Pod) = {(l~l>4J))~ 
Note that T4 is in 58 and can be effectively obtained. 
It is easy to see that: Yir is not injective if and only if there is a w E T4 such that 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
11) n,xpl* = o’~z;14a% 
G) 14, + I&’ = IWla” + lwlz, a E is. 
Since T4 is a semilinear language, it follows that the above conditions are decidable 
(see [lo]). q 
Corollary 4.2. If T is a context-free language or if T is a simple matrix lung~ge, 
then it is decidable whether or not T is deterministic. 
Proposition 4.3. It is undecidable whether or not a context-sensitive s t T of trujec- 
tories is dete~inistic. 
Proof. We reduce the decidability of this problem to the decidability of the Post Cor- 
respondence Problem (PCP). 
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Let a = (~11,012 ,..., CX,) and p = (PI,& ,..., &) be two Post lists, where ai, fli E 
{r, u}+, 1 < i Q n. Define the language L, by 
and Lg analogously with respect o p. 
Consider also the language 
T=L,nLg. 
Note that T is the intersection of two linear languages and hence a context-sensitive 
language. Observe that PCP(a, p) does not have solutions if and only if T = 0. More- 
over, if PCP(a, 8) has a solution, say il, i2, . . . ik, then the following words, 
and 
u.2 = rut’ f-g& . . .?&Un+i~n+laik . ..Ui2Ui,, 
are in T and Y(q) = Y(u2). Hence, in this case T is a nondeterministic set of trajec- 
tories. 
Therefore, PCP(a, /?) has solutions if and only if T is a nondeterministic set of 
trajectories. El 
Proposition 4.4. Let T be a complete set of trajectories. 
(i) T is deterministic zp card(T 0 V”) = n + 1 for all n 2~ 1. 
(ii) If T is a context-free la~g~ge and if T is ~termi~istic as a set of trajectories, 
then T is a bounded language. 
Proof. (i) Observe that 
wf”)={(O,~),U,~- l),...,hO)}, 
If T is deterministic, then T fl V” contains at most n + 1 words. Since T is complete, 
T fl V” contains at least n + I words. Hence, card(T f7 V”) = n + 1. 
Conversely, if T n V” contains n + 1 words, it follows by the completeness of T 
that T is deterministic (otherwise, for some no, card(T fi V’@ ) < no + 1). 
(ii) Using (i), we conclude that T is a context-free langnage that is also poly-slender. 
Therefore, from [39], it follows that T is a bounded language. q 
Comment. The second statement of the above Proposition shows that the class of sets 
of trajectories that are context-free, complete and deterministic possesses very good 
decidability properties. See [lo] for de&ability properties of bounded context-free 
languages. 
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4.3. Commutativity 
Definition 4.3. A set T of trajectories is referred to as commutative iff the operation 
LLlr is a commutative operation, i.e. aLLlr/? = /ILLlra, for all a, /3 E C*. 
Example 4.3. Shufile is a commutative set of trajectories, whereas, for instance, cate- 
nation and insertion are noncommutative sets of trajectories. 
Notation. The morphism sym : {r, u} - { r, u} * is defined by sym( u) = r and sym(r ) = 
u. 
Remark 4.3. T is commutative iff T = sym(T). 
Proposition 4.5. Let T be a set of trajectories. 
(i) If T is a regular language, then it is decidable whether or not T is commutative. 
(ii) If T is a context-free language, then it is undecidable whether or not T is 
commutative. 
Proof. (i) If T is a regular language, then sym(T) is a regular language, too. Hence, 
the equality T = sym(T) is decidable. 
(ii) Let a = (ai,az,. . . ,a,) and /I = (Bi,/?z,. ..,B,,) be two Post lists, 
where ai, /?t E {r, u} +, 1 < i < n. Consider the following two languages: 
L, = {r&r& . . . ruikr”+‘u”+‘Uik . . . Ui,Ui, Ik 2 1,1 < i, < n, 1 < p < k} 
Lo = {,.llruj2 . . . yUjmrn+lUn+l 
pj,...BjzBjlIm~l,ldjs~n,l~q~m}. 
Let K be the language: 
K=L,nLg. 
Define the set T of trajectories as the complement of the language K, i.e., 
T={r,u}* -K. 
One can easily see that T is a context-free language. Observe that, if PCP(a,P) does 
not have solutions, then T = {r, u}* and thus T is commutative. On the other hand, if 
PCP(a, /3) has a solution, say il, i2 , . . . is, where 1 < s, 1 < ih < n, for all h, 1 < h < s, 
then the word 
w = &lmi2.. ~mi~rn+lun+la. 
Z, . . . aiz ai, , 
is not in T, whereas the word w’ = sym(w) is in T. 
Therefore, w’ E T and sym(w’) = weT. Hence T is not commutative. In conclusion, 
T is commutative iff PCP(a,/?) does not have solutions. q 
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Notation. Let % be the family of all commutative sets of trajectories. 
Proposition 4.6. Zf (I;)ic~ is a family of sets of trajectories, such that for all i E Z, 
7; is a commutative set of trajectories, then T’, 
T’ = n Tip 
iEI 
is also a commutative set of trajectories. 
Proof. Consider an alphabet z and let u and fi be words over C. Assume that w E C~LLIT~~~. 
It follows that for all i, i E I, w E ~LLII;/?. But, each I;: is commutative, hence w E /?LLI~,~, 
for all i, i E I. Therefore, w E @&-,a. Thus, 
This implies that T’ is a commutative set of trajectories. q 
Definition 4.4. Let T be an arbitrary set of trajectories. The commutative closure of 
T, denoted p, is 
F= n T’. 
T C T’,T’EW 
Observe that for all T, T c{r, u}*, p is an commutative set of trajectories and, more- 
over, F is the smallest commutative set of trajectories that contains T. 
Remark 4.4. The function, -, 
I: 9(V*) - qV*) 
defined as 
p= 
n T’ 
T c T’,T’EV 
is a closure operator in the customary algebraic sense, see [5]. Indeed, for all T, 
T C V*, T C F; if Tl C T2, then f, C Fz, and ? = T. 
Remark 4.5. One can easily verify that F = T U sym(T). 
Remark 4.6. No nonempty commutative set of trajectories is deterministic. 
4.4. The unit element 
Definition 4.5. A set T of trajectories has a unit element iff the operation UT has 
a unit element, i.e., iff there exists a word 1 E C* such that 1lLl~~l = auT1, for all 
aEz*. 
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Remark 4.7. T has a unit element iff k is the unit element. Moreover, T has a unit 
element iff (r* u u* ) C T. 
Note that the above property is decidable, if T is a context-free language. 
4.5. Associativity 
We now begin our discussion concerning associativity. After presenting a general 
ch~~t~zation result ~Proposition 4.7), we show that the property of ~s~iativi~ 
is preserved under certain transformations. The transformations obey the laws of the 
Klein four-group. When associativity is combined with other properties, notably de- 
terminism, we are led into rather surprising situations: some transformations preserve 
such a combination of properties, whereas some other closely related transformations 
do not preserve it. We also consider many related decision problems. 
We would like to emphasize that there are very few general mathematical results 
concerning associativity. When is a binary operation, defined in a specific setting, asso- 
ciative? Besides the context in this paper, this question has turned out to be significant 
in various other contexts. We just mention here the associativity considerations for 
functions proposed as ~th-action in may-valued logics, see [43] and the further 
references given therein. 
Definition 4.6. A set T of trajectories i  associative iff the operation LLlr is associative, 
i.e. 
for all a,j3,rEC*. 
Example 4.4. The following sets of trajectories are associative: 
(i) T = {r,u}*, the shtie, LLI. 
(ii) T = {r’~~jr~ ] i,j > O)*, the balanced insertion, -6. 
(iii) T = r*u*, the catenation, . .
(iv) T = u*r*, the anti-catenation, ‘. 
Examples of nonassociative sets of trajectories are: 
(i’) T = (TU)*(Y* U u*), the literal shuttle, u_Ji. 
(ii’) T = (nc)t , the balanced literal shtie, L&f. 
(iii’) T = r*u*r*, the insertion, +----. 
Comment. The associativity property has the following geometrical interpretation, see 
Fig. 2. 
Assume that T is a set of trajectories and let t, ti be two trajectories in T such that 
It I= ItI Ir. For instance, in Fig. 2, t = r3u4r6u2r3u is depicted in the plane OAK, as a 
line starting in 0 and ending in B. 
The trajectory tl is represented as a bolder line in the three-dimensional space, 
starting in 0 and ending in E (inside of the solid rectangle). 
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Fig. 2. 
Assume that a = ala2 . . . ai2 is assigned to the axis Ox (the segment OA), jl = 
blbz . . . b7 is assigned to the axis Oy (the segment OC), and y = ~1~2~3~4 is assigned 
to the axis Oz (written in Fig. 2 on the segment AD). 
Observe that 
In order to compute (aiJ,j3)LLl,,y consider the section in the solid rectangle defined 
by t and note that the trajectory tr is contained in this section. The trajectory tl, in 
this section defined by t, should be read as 
i.e., each unit segment of tl that is parallel with Oz is encoded as u and all other 
segments are encoded as r. 
Observe that Itj = ItI lr = 19 and hence (al_L@)iu,,~ is nonempty. After computation, 
we obtain that 
(aUBWt, y = { ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Now, assume that the set T is an associative set of trajectories. Therefore, the fol- 
lowing equality does hold: 
Moreover, we assume that t and tl are the only trajectories in T for which (aL.Llr~)U-y 
# 0. In order to evaluate OILLJ~(/KLJ~~) consider first the operation &Llry. The value 
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of this computation must be nonempty, and, it is easy to observe that this value must 
be 
This means that T should contain the trajectory t’ = u2r5u2r2. 
Observe that t’ is exactly the projection of the trajectory tl on the plane ADEB, and 
assigning /I on the segment AB, t’ is encoded as follows: each unit segment parallel 
with the axis Oz is encoded as u and all other unit segments are encoded as r, see 
Fig. 2. Hence, the shuffle of p with y should be done on the trajectory t’, in the 
rectangle ADEB. 
Now, as above, the trajectory t’ defines a section in the solid rectangle and observe 
that the three-dimensional line OE (initially associated to the trajectory tl) is contained 
inside of this section. 
Note that this time, in the new section, the three-dimensional line OE should be 
considered as encoding a different trajectory, ti, where, 
t’ = u2r3u4r6u4r3u, I 
i.e., each unit segment of OE that is parallel with Ox is encoded by r and all other 
unit segments are encoded by u. 
Note that Iti lu = It’1 and that 
U;(PJJ4 = { ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Hence, assuming that t’ and ti are in T and, moreover, assuming that these are the 
only trajectories in T for which ck~!r(/k~~ry) # 0 we conclude that 
T is an associative set of trajectories if and only if the above equality holds for all 
words u, p, y. 
The case when, for instance, at-&-b can be performed on more than one trajectory 
from T, leads to similar considerations, except that in this case one should draw a 
more complicated picture. 
Remark 4.8. Note that there are situations when a set T of trajectories is associative 
in a trivial way, i.e. 
for all or,p, y E C’ and for all alphabets C. 
For instance, the following set TO of trajectories has this property: 
To = {ru2k 1 k 2 1). 
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Another special case deals with those sets T of trajectories for which 
(aU$WrY # 0 
or 
~U-WA-Y) # 0 
only for finitely many words a, 8, y E C*, for all alphabets C. 
One can easily construct such examples of sets of trajectories, for instance one can 
add a finite number of suitable trajectories to the set 
T,,={ruzk Ik> 1). 
The existence of these trivially associative sets of trajectories provides a quite straight 
answer to some important questions. For example, one can use the idea from the defini- 
tion of TO to prove that there are nondenumerably many associative sets of trajectories. 
Consequently, we can conclude that there are associative sets of trajectories that are 
not recursively enumerable. 
Definition 4.7. Let D be the set D = {x, y,z}. Define the substitutions cr and r as 
follows: 
CT, z: V-P(D*), 
o(r) = 1x7 v), o(u) = {z), 
r(r) = {x)9 z(u) = {Y,Z). 
Consider the morphisms cp and $: 
cp, II/: V-D*, 
q(r) =x, cp(u) = _Y, 
$(r) = Y, Yxu) = z. 
Proposition 4.7. Let T be a set of trajectories. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) T is an associative set of trajectories. 
(ii) a(T) 17 ((p(T)Ll-!z*) = z(T) n ($(T)LLlx*). 
Proof. (i) +- (ii): Assume that T is an associative set of trajectories. Consider w such 
that w E a(T) 17 (~(T)LLIz*). It follows that there exists tl, tl E T, such that w E a(tl ) 
and there exists t, t E T, such that w E cp(t)l_Uz*. Assume that 
t1 = ,kU& + . . . *.in Yin 3 
for some nonnegative integers ig,jh, 0 Q g =$ n, 1 < h d n. From the definition of IS we 
conclude that 
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Since w E rp(t)~*, it follows that t = sosl . . . s,,, such that Sk E v* and /Sk 1 = ik for all 
k, 0 < k < n. Therefore, ItI = ItI/, and, moreover, 
W E (X6Llty~“)uJt,z~, 
where p’ = IwlX, p” = lwly and q = [WI,. Because T is associative, there are t’ and ti 
in T such that 
(X61Jr~P”)uJ,,z~ = Xp’uJ1’(yp”UJ,;z~). 
Hence, we obtain that w ExJ”LLJ~~(JJ”‘LI_+z~), for some t’ and ti in T. Now, it is 
easy to observe that this means exactly that w E z(T) tl ($(T)LL!_x*). Thus, a(T) n 
(rp( T)Ulz* ) & z(T) fl ($( T)LlJx* ). The reverse inclusion is shown similarly. Therefore, 
the equality from (ii) is true. 
(ii) + (i): Let Z be an alphabet and let a, B, y be words over C. Consider a word W, 
such that w E (~LI-I~/~)LLI~~. There exist t and tl in T such that w E (~&uJ+I_I~,~. Let u 
be the word obtained from w by replacing each letter from u by x, each letter from p by 
y and each letter from y by z. Observe that u is in a(tl) and also in q(t)U*. There- 
fore, u E a(T)n(cp(T)LLlz*). By our assumption, it follows that u E z(T)n(+(T)U_!x*). 
Hence, there are t’ and t[ in T such that u E z(t’)fl($(t[ )LLLT* ). Note that this means that 
u EXP’L&(yP”t_L+z’7), where p’= Ial, p”= I/?[ and q= IyI. Hence, it is easy to see that 
w E ~LLU~@L~~~~~), i.e., w E aLLlr(/KLJry). Thus, (aLLIrP)LLlry C aLU&?LLlry). The re- 
verse inclusion is shown similarly. Therefore, for all a, B, y E C’, 
(~UBWTY = ~lLJ?wbY). 
Thus, T is an associative set of trajectories. 0 
Proposition 4.8. Let T be a set of trajectories. 
(i) if T is a regular language, then it is decidable whether or not T is associative. 
(ii) if T is a context-free language, then it is undecidable whether or not T is asso- 
ciative. 
Proof. (i) Observe that if T is a regular language, then the languages a(T)n((p(T)U* ) 
and z(T) n ($(T)LLlx*) are regular. Hence, the equality (ii) from the Proposition 4.7 
is decidable. 
(ii) The argument is very similar to the proof of Proposion 4.5 (ii). 
Let a = (ar,az,..., ~1,) and B = U&,82,... ,pn) be two Post lists, where cli,/?i E 
{r,u}+, 1 < i < n. Consider the following two languages: 
L, = {&&2 . . . mikr~+lu~+lcl. lk . . . tli2CQl Ik > 1,l < i, < h, 1 < p < k}, 
and 
~~={&~,iz ...mjmrn+lun+l 
fljm.**j3j~/f?jllm2 131 Gjq <n,l <q<m}. 
Let K be the language 
K=L,nLg. 
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Define the set T of trajectories as the complement of the language K, i.e., 
T = {r,u}* -K. 
Again see that T is a context-free language. Observe that, if PCP(a, /?) does not have 
solutions, then T = {r, u}* and thus T is associative. On the other hand, if PCP(a, /3) 
has a solution, say il, i2 , . . . is, where 1 d S, 1 < ih d II, for all h, 1 < h < S, then the 
word 
t = mhmi2 . . .ruisr”+‘u”+cxi, . . . cli2cli,
is not in T. Consider the alphabet C = {x,v,z} and assume that a = ItI,, b = (tl,. Let 
A and B be the sets 
A = (x=LLI~~~)uJ~z~, 
B = x=wT(ybwTzC), 
where c is chosen such that A and B are nonempty sets. Observe that each word u in 
A has the property that if we delete all occurrences of the letter z in V, then the word 
u’ obtained in this way is different of the word xaLLl,yb (otherwise t is in T). 
On the other hand, observe that zCyb is in (ykLlrz”> and, moreover, the trajectory 
t’ =uCt is in T. Note that the word w=z~(x~LI&~~) is in the set xYL!,~zcyb and hence, 
w E B, too. Observe that w has the property that if we delete all occurrences of the 
letter z in W, then the word w’ obtained in this way is the word xQltyb. Therefore, 
the sets A and B are different and thus T is not associative. 0 
Notation. Let d be the family of all associative sets of trajectories. 
Proposition 4.9. The family d is an anti-AFL. 
Proof. Consider T, = r*u* and T2 = u*r*, i.e., the catenation and the anti-catenation. 
T, and T2 are associative, but T = T, U T2 is not associative. For instance, 
WJTYN-JTZ = {XY,Y~}u-z = {xyz,zxy, y z zyx}, 
whereas 
XLLJT(YLLJTZ) =xLLJT{yz,zY} = {~yz~Yz.vzYJYx~. 
Thus, the family JZZ is not closed under union. Nonclosure under the AFL-operations 
is shown by the following examples. 
Observe that TIT, is r*u*r*, i.e. the insertion, which is not associative. 
Let R be the regular language (1z1)* and T = {r, u}“. Note that T n R = R and that 
R is not associative. 
Let T be the associative set of trajectories, T = {ru}. Observe that T* = (ru)* is not 
associative. 
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Assume that T = r*u* and consider the morphism h, h(r) = ru and h(u) = u. Note 
that h(T) = (F-U)*@* which is not associative. 
Let T be the set {r, u}* and let g be the morphism g(r) = TU and g(ec) = ru. Observe 
that g-‘(T) = (TU)* that is not associative. 0 
Notation. Let X be the following set of functions: X = { cpo, cpi, (~2, (ps}, where pi : 
Ir,fJl* ----+ {r,u}*,i=O,1,2,3, such that 
tpotf) = 6 m(t) = MO, 92(t) = vmtt>, q3ff) = MvMf>). 
Proposition 4.10. (i) (X,0), where “0” denotes the composition of fwzctions, is a 
group isomorphic with the Klein four-group. 
(ii) if 2’ E d, then vi(T) E d, for euery i, 0 d i < 3. 
Proof. (i) By computation, we obtain the following table of the composition of func- 
tions from K: 
(ii> Let T be an associative set of trajectories. It is enough to prove that pi(T) and 
432(T) are associative, i.e., to prove that d(T) and syna(T) are associative. 
Since T is associative, it follows from Proposition 4.7 (ii) that 
a(T) n (rp(T)~*) = r(T) n ($(T)u*). 
Observe that the following two equalities are true: 
cr(mi(T)) = mi(cr(T)), 
rp(mi( T))i-i-k* = mi(cp( T)LLlz* ). 
Using the above equalities, (*) and (w), we obtain that 
a(mi(T)) f~ (cp(mi(T))LLk*) = mi(o(T)) n mi(rp(T)lLb*) 
= mi(rr(T) n (am*)). 
Similarly, we can show that 
z(mi(T)) n (t,b(mi(T))Uk*) = mi(z(T)n (t,b(T)LLk*)). 
Therefore, 
o(mi(T)) n (cp(mi(T))LLlz*) = z(mi(T)) n (t,b(mi(T))LLk*). 
Hence, d(T) satisfies condition (ii) from Proposition 4.7 and, consequently, d(T) is 
an associative set of trajectories. 
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Now, consider the set sym(T). Let n be the morphism n: : {x, y,z} - {x, y,z}*, 
z(x) = z, z(y) = y and n(z) = X. Observe that n is a bijective morphism and that 
the inverse of n is n itself. Note that a(sym(T)) = rr(r( T)), cp(sym(T)) = n($( T)), 
cp(sy~~( T))LLk* = 7r( +( T)LLLx* ). Therefore, 
Thus, 
Therefore, from Proposition 4.7, we deduce that sym(T) is an associative set of 
trajectories. q 
Remark 4.9. Let t be a trajectory and let o! and /3 be two words. 
(i) Note that 
~Uy,(t,P = PWU. 
(ii) Observe that 
CCLLl,i(t,P = mi(mi(a)LLltmi(/?)). 
(iii) If t = tit2 = t3t4, then there exist decompositions of a and /I, a = ala2 = a3a4 and 
/I = /3r/?2 = 8384, such that 
aUB = (alUlBl)(a2uJt2B2) = (a3U,P3)(a4U484). 
In the sequel, we will frequently use the four functions qi, 0 < i < 3, defined above. 
Proposition 4.11. Let k 2 1 be a natural number and let ij E (0, l},for all j, 1 6 j 6 k. 
Let T(il,iz,..., ik) be the following set of trajectories: 
T(il,iz,..., ik)={(Pi,(t)~Ph(f)...~i~(t)ItET}. 
If T is a deterministic and associative set of trajectories, then also T(il, i2, . . . , ik) is 
a deterministic and associative set of trajectories. 
Proof. Observe that, if t’ E T(il, i2,. . . , ik), then the Parikh vector of t’ is Y(t’)=kY(t). 
Thus, if the Par&h mapping, restricted to T is injective, then, also, the Parikh mapping 
restricted to T(il,iz,. . . ,ik) is injective, i.e., T(il,iz,. . .,ik) is a deterministic Set of 
trajectories. 
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We use induction on k to prove the associativity of T(il, i2, . . . , ik). For k = 1, the 
property follows directly from Proposition 4.1O(ii). The inductive step: assume that 
T(il,iz,..., ik) is a deterministic set of trajectories and let T’ be the set of trajectories 
T’ = T(il, i2,. . . , ik+l ). Let C be an alphabet and consider the words a, /3 and y over 
C. Consider the expression, (aLLJr’/?)LLlr’y. Since T’ is deterministic, there is a unique 
trajectory t E T’ and a unique trajectory tt E T’ such that 
(~LJJI-‘B)Q’IJ = (aLLJI,B)Qy. 
Assume that t = cp~l(v)q~2(u). . . ~ik(U)~it+,(u), where, u E T and similarly, tl = rpi,(ur) 
(Piz(Ul). . . (Pik(Ul bPik+l (U1>3 u1 E T. Denote by d, e,dl,el the following strings: 
d = Cpi,(r)(P’~(U). . cPtk(U), 
e = cPi.k+l(U), 
dl = cPil(ul )cPiz(ol).~ . Vik(Ul>, 
el = (ail+,. 
Therefore, 
(~~tp>~t, Y = (awde&ud,e, “/‘- 
Using Remark 4.9(iii), we deduce that there exist decompositions ct = cz’cz”, /? = /?‘/?” 
and y = y’y”, such that 
(~~deP)~d,e,?’ = [(~‘~dp’)(~“~,~“)l~d,,, y 
= [@‘~dp’)~d, Y’l[(a”LU,B”)U_I,,y”l. 
Now, d,dl ET(il,iz ,..., ik), which, by the induction hypothesis is deterministic and as- 
sociative. Also, note that e, el E (Pk+l (T) which is deterministic and associative. Hence, 
there are d’, d”,d’,, dy E T(il, ix,. . . , ik) and there are e’, e”, e{, ey E c&+1(T), such that 
By Remark 4.9(iii), we deduce that 
(tl~‘fi)“&,y = Cl’tl”lL]d:,:(B’P”LL]d:‘e:‘y’y”) = !%U-l+;(B~+;‘y). 
Still, it remains to show that die; and dye: are trajectories from T’=T(il, i2,. . . , ik+l ). 
Assume that 
d’,’ = cPil<u: )cPi,(u: ). . .cPik <u’, 1. 
Note that the Par&h vector of d’,’ is Y(d’,‘) = (//?I, Iy’l) = k(l/YI, Iy”l). On the other 
hand, clearly, !P(dy) = kY(ui). Hence, Y(u’,) = (Ip”], Iy”I). 
Now, assume that ey = qc+,(u’,‘). Observe that the Parikh vector of ey is Y(ey) = 
(1/3”1, Iy”l) and moreover, Y(el,l) = Y(u’,‘). 
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Hence, since T is deterministic, u{,u~ E T and Y(ul,) = Y(v’,‘), we deduce that 
vi = I$ and, consequently, dye’,’ E T(il, i2 , . . . , &+I). Analogously, we obtain that diei E 
T(il,iz 9.. . , zkfl ’ ). 
Therefore, 
Hence, T’ = T(il, i2 , . . . , &+I) is an associative set of trajectories. 0 
Comment. Assume that T =r*u*, i.e., T is the catenation. Note that T is deterministic 
and associative. From Proposition 4.11 it follows that the set of trajectories T’ = T(0, 1) 
is also deterministic and associative. 
Observe that 
T’ = {trni(t)lt E T} = {r’dmi(r’d)l,j 2 0) = {r’u2jrili,j 2 0). 
Hence, T’ is the balanced insertion. This is a short argument to show that the balanced 
insertion is deterministic and associative. 
Remark 4.10. Let T be a deterministic and associative set of trajectories. From Propo- 
sition 4.11 it follows that the set of trajectories T” = T(0, 0) is also deterministic and 
associative, i.e. the set 
T” = {ttlt E T}. 
One cannot relax the definition of T”, by considering the set: 
T, = TT = {tt’lt,t’ E T}. 
For instance, assume that T = r*u*. Let E be the alphabet {a, b,c} and consider the 
words cx = a3, /? = b2 and y = c2. 
Observe that the word w = acababc is contained in the set (aLur,/?)Lur, y (W E 
(U%lJ r2urub2)l_Uru+“uc2). On the other hand, since a3 does occur in w in 3 noncontigu- 
ous blocks, it follows that w cannot be in the set &LIT, (~LLIT,~). Hence, Tl = TT = 
{tt’lt, t’ E T} is not an associative set of trajectories. 
Proposition 4.12. Let k > 1 be a natural number and assume ij E {2,3}, for all j, 
1 d j < k. Let T(il,iz,.. . , ik) be the following set of trajectories: 
T(il, i2,. . . , ik) = {%,(th~(t). . . @k(t) 1 t E T}. 
If T is a deterministic and associative set of trajectories, then also T(il, i2, . . . , ik) is 
a deterministic and associative set of trajectories. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.11. 
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Remark 4.11. One cannot extend the above results for the set of all functions from 
the group X. For instance, assume that ij E {0,2} and consider the set of trajectories 
W2) = ~cpowcP2(ol~ 6 T) = {Wall E T). 
Consider that T = {rur, uru} and observe that T is deterministic whereas T(0,2) = 
{rururu,ururur} is not a deterministic set of trajectories. 
Problem 1. Are the assertions from Propositions 4.11 and 4.12 also true for nondeter- 
ministic and associative sets of trajectories? 
Problem 2. To what extent are the results from Propositions 4.11 and 4.12 valid for 
the more general case ij E (0, 1,2,3}, that means for all functions from the group X? 
Proposition 4.13. If (Ti)iEI is a family of sets of trajectories, such that for all i E I, 
G is an associative set of trajectories, then T’, 
T’ = n Ti, 
iEI 
is an associative set of trajectories. 
Proof. Analogous to Proposition 4.6. 0 
Definition 4.8. Let T be an arbitrary set of trajectories. The associative closure of T, 
denoted r, is 
T= (-) T’. 
T c T’,T’E.~ 
Observe that for all T, T c{r, u}*, 7 is an associative set of trajectories and, more- 
over, T is the smallest associative set of trajectories that contains T. 
Example 4.5. One can easily verify that ~=LLI, i.e., the associative closure of inser- 
tion is the shuffle. Similarly, the associative closure of balanced insertion is balanced 
insertion itself, i.e., e= Cb. This is of course also obvious because balanced 
insertion is associative. 
Remark 4.12. The function -, - : .?P( V* ) - 9( V* ) defined as 
is a closure operator. 
Now we give another characterization of an associative set of trajectories. This is 
useful in finding an alternative definition of the associative closure of a set of trajec- 
tories and also to prove some other properties related to associativity. 
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Definition 4.9. Let W be the alphabet W = {x, y,z} and consider the following four 
morphisms, pi, 1 < i < 4, where 
pi:W+V*, l<i<4, 
and 
PI(X) = A PI(Y) = yv p1 (z) = % 
P2G) = r, P2(Y) = 6 P2G) = % 
P3b) = r, PSCY) = uv P3k) = 4 
P4(J) = r, P4(Y) = y, P4(Z) = u, 
Next, we consider four partial operations on the set of trajectories, V*. 
Definition 4.10. Let Oi, 1 < i < 4 be the following partial operations on V*. 
Oi : V* X V” -3+ V*, 1 < i < 4, 
Let t,t’ be in V* and assume that ItI =n, Itl, = p, ltlu =q, It’1 =n’, It’(, = p’, (t’l, =q’. 
1. If n = p’, then 
else, 0 1 (t, t’) is undefined. 
2. If n = p’, then 
02(c t’) = P2wuY4wt4, 
else, 02(&t’) is undefined. 
3. If n = q’, then 
03(t’,t) = p3(X~‘Luw7J&4)), 
else, 03(&t’) is undefined. 
4. If n = q’, then 
O,(t’, 0 = P4(~p’u(Yp~tzq)), 
else, Ob(t,t’) is undefined. 
Definition 4.11. A set T of trajectories is stable under 0 -operations iff for all tl, t2 E T, 
whenever Oi(tl, t2) is defined, it follows that Oi(tl, t2) E T, 1 < i < 4. 
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Proposition 4.14. Let T be a set of trajectories. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) T is an associative set of trajectories. 
(ii) T is stable under O-operations. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Assume that T is an associative set of trajectories. Let t, t’ be in T 
such that O,(t, t’) is defined. Since T is associative, there are tl and tf in T such that 
(X%Llly~)Wt’Zq’ = xPW,,(y~Lu,;z~‘). 
Hence, 
O*(t, t’) = p~((x4Ll~y~)Lu1’zQ’) = p~(x4Ll,,(yTlJ,;z~‘)) 
= rQL&uq’ = t{ E T. 1 
Thus T is stable for 0 1. 
Analogously, 
Oz(t, t’) = p@lu,y~)w~‘z~‘) = p2(x%LJ~,(yu@‘)) 
= rPLUt, uq+q’ = tl E T. 
Hence T is stable for OZ. 
A similar proof shows that T is also stable for 03 and 04. 
(ii) ==+ (i): Now assume that T is a set of trajectories stable under Oi, 1 < i < 4. 
Let C be an alphabet and consider a,/?,Y E C* and t, t’ E T such that (LXLI&!?)LLI~~~ 
# 0. 
Note that Ol(t, t’) = ti such that 1 j3 I= 1 ti lr and 1 y I= 1 ti Iu. Therefore, BLLI,;~ # 0. 
Observe that Oz(t, t’) = tl such that 1 tl IU = I /3 I + I y I = I ti I and I tl lr = I a I. Hence, 
it follows that CXLLI~, (/IL&Y) # 0. 
Now it is easy to see that 
For the situation when c~Lu,(&LI~~~) # 0 the proof is similar, but using this time the 
fact that T is stable under 0s and 04. 0 
Comment. Observe that 9 = (9( I”), ( Oi)i <i<d) is a universal algebra. If T is a set 
of trajectories, then denote by F the union of all those sets of trajectories that are in 
subalgebra generated by T with respect to the algebra 9. 
Proposition 4.15. Let T be a set of trajectories. 
(i) F is an associative set of trajectories and, morover, 
(ii) f = T, i.e., the associative closure of T is exactly the subalgebra generated by 
T in 9. 
Proof. (i) f is stable under the operations Oi, 1 < i < 4 and thus, by Proposition 4.14, 
f is an associative set of trajectories. 
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(ii) Observe that T G T and that p is associative, hence 7 & f. For the converse 
inclusion, let T’ be an associative set of trajectories such that T C T’. Note that by 
Proposition 4.14 T’ is stable under the operations Oi, 1 < i < 4 and thus i; C T’. 
Therefore F C T. 0 
Example 4.6. Let T be the following set of trajectories: 
T = {ru, r-w}. 
We use Proposition 4.15 to compute the associative closure of T. 
Assume the notations t = ru and t’ = rur and note that 
O*(t, t’) = pl((xLLl,y)uJrz) = p1(xyLL@) = p1(xzy) = UP-. 
Analogously, O,(t, t’) = ruu. Observe that Oj(t’, t) and Od(t’, t) are undefined. Con- 
tinuing the computations, one obtains that 
T = {ru, ur, rur, w-u, rru, urr, uur, ruu}. 
Definition 4.12. Let T be an associative set of trajectories. A set B G T is called a base 
for T iff B = T and B is minimal with respect to inclusion with the above property. 
Proposition 4.16. If T is a jinite set of trajectories, then T is a jinite set of trajec- 
tories. 
Proof. Observe that the resulting trajectory by applying Oi 1 < i < 4 to two trajecto- 
ries t, t’ from T is of length at most max {I t I,1 t’ I}. Thus, using Proposition 4.14, 
the result follows. 
Corollary 4.3. Zf T is an injinite associative set of trajectories, then T does not have 
a jinite base. 
Proof. It follows from the Proposition 4.16. q 
Here we formulate some problems of interest that are still open: 
Problem 3. Does there exist for any infinite set of associative trajectories T a base B? 
Problem 4. In case that the answer of the above problem is negative, can we decide 
whether or not T has a base B? 
Problem 5. For what sets of trajectories does there exist a base B such that B is a 
regular (context-free) language? 
Problem 6. Assume that T is a finite set of trajectories. What is the complexity of an 
algorithm to find a base B for T;! 
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Proposition 4.17. The determinism is not necessarily preserved in transition to the 
associative closure. 
Proof. Observe that in the Example 4.6 T is a deterministic set of trajectories, whereas 
T is not a deterministic set of trajectories. q 
The problem of the existence (and, in the positive case, of the effective constructibil- 
ity) of a base or of a finite base is very ~h~lenging mathematically. It arises in diverse 
contexts. According to the classical result of Post, [36], every closed (under composi- 
tion) set of truth-functions in two-valued logic possesses a finite base. This is not true 
in n-valued logics, for n 2 3, as first shown in [20]. 1443 contains simple examples of 
situations, where no finite base, or no base at all is possible. 
4.6. Distributivity 
For each set of trajectories, T, the operation LUr is distributive over union, both, on 
the right and on the left side. Hence, we obtain the following impo~~t result: 
Proposition 4.18. If T is an associative set of trajectories and if T has a unit element, 
then for any alphabet C, 
is a semiring. 
Proof. One can easily verify the axioms of a semiring, see [13f. El 
5. SIrtie on trajectories of regular and context-free Ianguagcs 
It is well known that the shufIle of two regular languages is a regular language. 
Moreover, given two finite automata Ai and AZ, one can effectively find a finite auto- 
maton A such that L(A) = L(Ai)tU(A2). 
Consider the finite automata Ai=(Qi, C, &, qb,F:), where i= 1,2. The finite automaton 
A = (Q,~,~,q~,~) is defined as follows: Q = Qi x Qz, qo = (q&q;), F =Fl x Fz, and 
&tql,q2)4) = (t~1t41,~),q2),t41,~2tq2ta)). 
One can easily verify that L(A) = L(Al )LLE(Az). 
Note that this construction gives an idea about how one can define the shuflle of 
two finite graphs. 
For instance, let Ai be the automaton defined by the transition graph from Fig. 3 and 
let A2 be the automaton that has the transition graph from Fig. 4. The transition graph 
of the automaton A with the property that L(A) = am is depicted in Fig. 5. 
We start this section with a general result. 
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Proposition 5.1. For every language L, L c{a, b}‘, there exists a set of trajectories 
T such that L = a*L&-b*. 
Proof. Define T as being T = q(L), where cp is the morphism q(a) = r and p(b) = u. 
It follows that L = a*LUTb*. 0 
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Note that the language L in the above proposition is not necessarily a recursively 
enumerable language. 
The following theorem provides a characterization of those sets of trajectories T for 
which L~LLITL~ is a regular language, whenever Li, L2 are regular languages. 
Theorem 5.1. Let T be a set of trajectories, T C{r,u}*. The following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(i) For all regular languages LI, L2, LILIJTLZ is a regular language. 
(ii) T is a regular language. 
Proof. (i)+ (ii): Assume that Ll = r* and L2 = u* and note that LiL&L2 = T. It 
follows that T is a regular language. 
(ii) ~j (i): Assume that T is a regular language. Consider two regular languages LI, 
L2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that L1 and L2 are over the same 
alphabet Z. Let Ai = (Qi,Z,&,q&,Fi) be a finite deterministic automaton such that 
L(Ai) = Li, i = 1,2. Also, let AT = (QT, {r, u}, &,qi,F~) be a finite deterministic 
automaton such that L(AT) = T. 
We define a finite nondeterministic automaton A = (Q, Z, 6, Qs, F) such that L(A) = 
LIwTL2. Informally, A, on an input w E c*, simulates nondeterministically A 1 or A2 
and from time to time changes the simulation from Ai to A2 or from AZ to Al. Each 
change determines a transition in AT as follows: a change from Al to A2 is interpreted 
as u and a change from A2 to Al is interpreted as r. The input w is accepted by A iff 
Al, A2 and AT accept. 
Formally, Q = Qi x QT x Q2, Qs = {(q&qi,qi)}, F = F1 x FT x F2. The definition 
of 6 is 
d((ql,d,@),a) = {(sl(ql,a),~T(d,r),q2),(41,6r(d,U),62(q2~a))}~ 
where qlEQl,dEQT,q2EQ2,aEC. 
One can easily verify that L(A)=LILLITL~ and hence LiLLlrLz is a regular language. 
0 
The next theorem gives a similar result as Theorem 5.1, but for context-free sets of 
trajectories. 
Theorem 5.2. Let T be a set of trajectories, T C{r,u}*. Thefbllowing assertions are 
equivalent: 
(i) For all regular languages Ll, L2, L~LLITLZ is a context-free language. 
(ii) T is a context-free language. 
Proof. (i) =S (ii): Assume that L1 = r* and L2 = u* and note that L~LLITL~ = T. 
Therefore, T is a context-free language. 
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(ii) + (i): Assume that T is a context-free language. Consider two regular languages 
Li, L2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Li and L2 are over the same 
alphabet C. Let Ai = (Qi,Z,&,qb,Fi) be a finite deterministic automaton such that 
L(Ai)=Li, i=1,2. Also, let Pr=(Qr,Tr, {r,u},&,qi,ZT,FT) be a pushdown automaton 
such that L(PT) = T. 
We define a pushdown automaton P=(Q, r, C, 6, Qo, Z,F) such that L(P)=Ll LLITL~. 
Informally, P, behaves as the automaton A from the proof of Theorem 5.1, except that 
on the second component of the states, P simulates the pushdown automaton PT. That 
is, on an input w E C*, P simulates nondeterministically Ai or AZ and from time to 
time changes the simulation from Ai to A2 or from A2 to Al. Each change determines 
a transition in PT as follows: a change from Al to AZ is interpreted as ZJ and a change 
from A2 to Al is interpreted as r. The input w is accepted by P iff AI, A2 and PT 
accept. 
Formally, Q=Ql x QT x Q2, Qo={(q&qi,qi)}, F=FI XFT xF2, r=rr, Z=Zr. 
The definition of 6 is 
&(q1,4q2),Gu = IJ ((&(41,ahq2),a) 
(wew4r,.u 
u u ((41,s’,s2(q2,~>>,~‘)} 
wP’)E~r(d.u.X) 
where, ql EQI, ~EQT, q2EQ2, aEC, XET, MEI”. 
Additionally, 
&(qi > d, q2 1, MI = u (( 41,s,qz),a) 
(wGw,1.,~) 
where q1 EQI, dEQT, q2EQ2, XEr, air’. 
One can verify that L(P) = LlLLlTL2 and hence L1 wTL2 is a context-free language. 
q 
Theorem 5.3. Let T be a set of trajectories, T &{r,u}* such that T is a regular 
language. 
(i) Zf L1 is a context-free language and if L2 is a regular language, then LllLlTL2 
is a context-free language. 
(ii) Zf LI is u regular language and if L2 is a context-free language, then LILLJTL~ 
is a context-free language. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2. For the case (i) the pushdown 
automaton is simulated on the first component of the states, whereas for the case (ii) 
the pushdown automaton is simulated on the third component of the states. 0 
Comment. Alternative proofs for Theorems 5.1-5.3 can be obtained using Theorem 3.1 
or Corollary 3.1. 
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From Theorems 5.1-5.3 we obtain the following corollary: 
Corollary 5.1. Let L1, L2 and T, T C{r, u}’ be three languages. 
(i) rfall three languages are regular languages, then LlL&Lz is a regular language. 
(ii) If two languages are regular languages and the third one is a context-free 
language, then LILLITL~ is a context-free language. 
Remark 5.1. The above conditions cannot be relaxed. For instance, if two languages 
are context-free and the third one is a regular language, then LILLITL~ is not necessary 
a context-free language. Assume that T is regular, T = {r, u}*. It is known that there 
are context-free languages L1, L2 such that L~LLITL~ is not a context-free language, 
see [lo]. 
For the other two cases, assume that T = {r”ukr2” 1 n,k > l}, L1 = d* and L2 = 
{a”b”P 1 n,m > 1). 
Note that 
L~LLITL~ n a+d+b+c+ = {a”dkb”c” 1 n, k 2 1). 
Hence, L~LLI~LZ is not a context-free language. If T={u”rku2n 1 n,k > l}, then L2LLlrLi 
is not a context-free language. 
In the sequel, we use Corollary 5.1 to obtain some well-known closure properties 
as well as some other closure properties of regular and context-free languages under a 
number of operations. 
We consider two situations: the set T of trajectories is a regular language and, the 
set T of trajectories is a context-free language. 
5.1. Regular trajectories 
Let Li and L2 be regular languages. 
1. T=r*u*. By Corollary 5.1, LILLl~L2 =LlLz is a regular language. Hence, the family 
of regular languages is closed under catenation. 
2. T = {r, u}*. It follows that, LlLLl~L2 = L,LLIL~ is a regular language. Therefore, the 
family of regular languages is closed under shuffle. 
3. T = (ru)*(r* U u*). Again, LiLLlrL2 = LlLUtL2 is a regular language. Hence, the 
family of regular languages is closed under literal shuffle. 
4. T = r*u*r*. We obtain that L~LL]TLz = L1 +- L2 is a regular language. Hence, the 
family of regular languages is closed under insertion, see [22] for this property. 
5. Let n be a nonnegative integer and let T = F,,, where F,, is the set defined in 
Definition 6.2. From Proposition 6.1, T is a regular language. LiLLJrL2 = LiL2 is a 
regular language. Therefore, the family of regular languages is closed under n-fair 
shuffle, for all n. 
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6. Let k 2 1 be a fixed number and let T = (r*u* )kr*. From Corollary 5.1, 
Li~rL2 = LiL2 is a regular language. Note that U_JT is the k-bounded insertion, 
see [22]. It follows that the family of regular languages is closed under k-bounded 
insertion. 
7. There are many other shuffle-like operations that preserve the regularity. For in- 
stance, consider the following sets of trajectories: T = r*(ur+)*(r* U u*) (right 
semi-literal shtie) and T’ = u*(ru+)*(r* U u’) (left semi-literal shuffle). In both 
cases one of the operands is constrained to be shuffled letter by letter whereas the 
other one is unrestricted. The family of regular languages is closed under both of 
these operations. 
5.2. Context-free trajectories 
Now we consider some examples of shuffle-like operations based on sets of trajec- 
tories that are context-free languages. 
Let Li and L2 be regular languages. 
1. T = {Pu” 1 n 2 0). By Corollary 5.1, 
is a context-free language. Hence, the language obtained by the catenation of words 
of the same length from two regular languages is a context-free language. 
2. T = {t E V* 1 t II = I t Iu}. The following language, 
is a context-free language. Hence, the language obtained by shuffling only words of 
the same length from two regular languages is a context-free language. 
3. T = {r”~~~r~ I n,k 2 0). Note that L,L&-L2 = L1 t6 L2 is a context-free language. 
Hence, the balanced insertion of two regular languages is a context-free language. 
4. T = {r”z.@rk I n, k 3 0). Note that 
LlLLlTL2 = {u E u ~uluEL,,~ELz,l~l=lul}, 
is a context-free language. Thus, the language obtained by inserting only words of 
the same length from two regular languages is a context-free language. 
5. Let T be the Dyck language, T = D 2, over the two-letter alphabet {Y, u}. The 
language LiLLlrL2 is a context-free language. 
6. Let T be the language, T = {tmi(t) I t E V”}. Again, the language LiLLlrL2 is 
a context-free language. Thus, the language obtained by shuffling words from two 
regular languages over trajectories that are even-length palindromes is a context-free 
language. 
7. One can consider other shuffle-like operations such that shuffling two regular 
languages the result is a context-free language. For instance shuffling two regular 
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languages over the following sets of trajectories: 
T = (8’~” 1 n 2 I}‘, 
T’ = {~“u”r%~ ) n,k > I}, 
T” = V* - {r”u’Y 1 n 2 1). 
In all these cases L~L_LIHL~ is a context-free language, where H E {T, T’, T”}. 
Similar results can be obtained concerning shuffle-like operations between a regular 
and a context-free language over a set T of trajectories which is a regular language, 
see Corollary 5.1. 
6. Properties related to concurrency 
6.1. Fairness 
Fairness is a property of the parallel composition of processes that, roughly speaking, 
says that each action of a process is performed with not too much delay with respect 
to performing actions from another process. That is, the parallel composition is “fair” 
with both processes that are performed. 
Definition 6.1. Let T &{r,u}* be a set of trajectories and let n be an integer, n 2 1. 
T has the n-fairness property iff for all t E T and for all t’ such that t = t’t” for some 
t” E {r, a}*, it follows that 
I It’lr - It’ll4 I G n. 
This means that all trajectories from T are contained in the region of the plane 
bounded by the line y =x - n and the line y = n + n, see Fig. 6, for n = 4. 
Example 6.1. The balanced literal shuffle (LLI~) has the n-fairness property for all n, 
n 2 1. 
The following operations: shuffle (LLI), catenation (e), insertion (c), balanced in- 
sertion (-b) do not have the n-fairness property for any n, n > 1. 
Definition 6.2. Let n be a fixed number, n 2 1. Define the language F,, as 
F,, = {t E V’I I It’/, - It’l, I d n, for all t’ such that t = t’t”, t” E V’}. 
Remark 6.1. Note that a set T of trajectories has the n-fairness property if and only 
if TCF,,. 
We omit the straightforward proof of the following. 
Proposition 6.1. For every n, n 2 1, the language F,, is a regular language. 
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Fig. 6. 
Corollary 6.1. Let T be u set of trajectories. If T is a context-free or a simple 
matrix language and if n is $xed, n 3 1, then it is decidable whether or not T has 
the n-fairness property. 
Proof. It is easy to observe that for the above families of languages the problem if 
a language from a family is contained in a regular language is a decidable problem. 
Hence, from Proposition 6.1, this corollary follows. cl 
Problem 7. For what families 3 of languages i it decidable, for a language T, T f 2, 
whether or not there exists a nonnegative integer n, such that 7’ has the n-fairness 
property? 
Remark 6.2. The fairness property is not a property of the set Y(T) as one can observe 
in the case when T is the set 
2-=(&/i> 1). 
Indeed, T does not have the n-fairness property for any n, n >, 1 despite that Y’(T) is 
the first diagonal. 
Proposition 6.2. The fairness property is preserved in the transition to the commu- 
tative closure. 
Proof. Assume that T has the n-fairness property for some n, n 2 1. This means 
for all t E T and for all t’ such that i = t’t” for some t” E {r,u}, it follows that 
that: 
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Obviously, we have 
/ It’lr - I44 I = I IbN’>lr - Iv~(w4 I . 0 
The above result can be extended for all transformations from the group X, i.e., 
Proposition 6.3. If T has the fairness property, then q(T) has the fairness property 
for all cp E X. 
Proof. If cp = sym, then see the proof of the above proposition. 
Consider that cp = mi and let t = t’t” be in T with ItI = k. Observe that k(t) = 
mi(t”)mi(t’), lmi(t”)l, = ItI, - It/I, and It”I, = Itl, - It’l,. It follows that 
I I~i(W - l4t”)L I = I ItI, - IOr - ItI, + I& I = I WI, - VI,) + (14 - 14) I 
< I lt’l, - It’/, l + I Itlu - ltl, I d n + n = 22. 
Hence k(T) has the 2n-fairness property. This completes the proof. q 
Proposition 6.4. The fairness property is not preserved by applying the associative 
closure. 
Proof. Consider the set of trajectories T = {(r~)~lk B 1) (the balanced literal shuffle). 
Observe that Oz((~u)“,(ru)~“)=(m~)“, 02((r~~)“,(m~)~~)=(~l~)“. Continuing these 
calculations we see that the associative closure of T does not have the fairness property. 
cl 
6.2. On parallelization of languages using shu$fIe on trajectories 
The parallelization of a problem consists in decomposing the problem in subprob- 
lems, such that each subproblem can be solved by a processor, i.e., the subproblems 
are solved in parallel and, finally, the partial results are collected and assembled in the 
answer of the initial problem by a processor. Solving problems in this way increases 
the time efficiency. It is known that not every problem can be parallelized. Also, no 
general methods are known for the parallelization of problems. 
Here we formulate the problem in terms of languages and shuffle on trajectories. 
Also we present some examples. 
Assume that L is a language. The parallelization of L consists in finding languages 
Li, L2 and T, T C V*, such that L = L~LLITLz and moreover, the complexity of Li, L2 
and T is in some sense smaller than the complexity of L. In the sequel the complexity of 
a language L refers to the Chomsky class of L, i.e., regular languages are less complex 
than context-free languages that are less complex than context-sensitive languages. 
From Proposition 5.1, it follows that every language L, L C{a, b}* can be written as 
L = a*Ll.JTb* for some set T of trajectories. However, this is not a parallelization of L 
since the complexity of T is the same with the complexity of L. 
In view of Corollary 5.1 there are non-context-free languages L such that L=L~LLI~L:, 
for some context-free languages Li, L2 and T. Moreover, one of those three languages 
can be even a regular language. Note that this is a parallelization of L. 
As a first example we consider the non-context-free language L C{u, b, c}*, L = {w 1 
1 w ia = 1 w lb = 1 w jc>. 
Consider the languages: Li C{a,b}*, Li ={u l/u Ia = 1 u lb), L~=c* and T=(t 1 t lr = 
2 I t I@>. 
One can easily verify that L = L~L.LI~&. Moreover, note that L1 and T are context- 
free languages, whereas L2 is a regular language. Hence, this is a paralletization of L. 
As a consequence of Corollary 5.1 one cannot expect a significant improvement of this 
result, for instance, to have only one context-free language and two regular languages 
in the decomposition of L. 
The next example is more related to the practice of computers. Assume that a central 
computer is used by one or many users having their own local computers. Moreover, 
assume that each user opens one or more connections to the central computer and 
afterwards closes each connection. The central computer answers to each command of 
open or close connection by sending a prompt to the user that initiated the command. 
(Usually, at the open connection one receives also a message such as “welcome”, ‘“lo- 
gin:“, “username:“, etc., whereas at the close connection the prompt acknowledges the 
closing of connection by sending a message such as “disconnecting”, “bye”, etc.) For 
simplicity, we do not make any distinction between the prompt for open connection 
and the prompt for close connection. Also, we assume that one cannot close a con- 
nection before the connection is opened and that all open connections will be closed 
at some stage. Moreover, we assume that the central computer answers with one and 
only one prompt to each command of open or close connection. However, the prompts 
can be sent with some delay, for instance, the following sequence is possible: open 
connection; close connection; prompt; prompt. 
The possible actions are encoded as follows: open connection by “o”, close connec- 
tion by “c” and sending a prompt by “p”. Now consider the alphabet C = (0, c, p} and 
the language L, L C C’, consisting of all valid finite sequences of actions. For instance 
the words oopcppcp and opocpcpp are in L, whereas the words oppc and oopcpp are 
not in L. 
The language L is not a context-free language, since 
f, no+p+c+p+ = {~nf-~~npn+~ /o G i G f2,n 2 1). 
Let Li be the Dyck language over the two-letter alphabet (0,~) and let T be the 
Dyck language over the two-letter alphabet V = {r, ti}. 
One can easily verify that L = LILLITP*. Therefore this is a parallelization of the 
non-context-free language L, since Li, T are context-free languages and p* is a regular 
language. Again, one cannot expect a significant improvement of this result. 
Theorem 6.1. If L is a context-sensitive and a non-content-free lu~g~~ge that has a 
para~lelization, &en L is a se~i~i~ea~ context-sensitive iang~age. 
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Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that L is context-sensitive and, moreover, L is a 
semilinear language. 0 
Remark 6.3. Using Theorem 6.1 one can show that, for instance, the language 
L={a”6”21n~ l} 
does not have a parallelization, since L is not a semilinear language. 
However, not all semilinear context-sensitive languages have a parallelization. For 
instance, let C be an alphabet with card(E) > 2. The following semilinear context- 
sensitive language: 
does not have a parallelization. 
Finding characterizations of those languages that have a parallelization remains a 
challenging problem. 
Many issues in this direction are subject for further research. 
We only mention the following general research topics. 
(i) Instead of context-sensitive languages, consider some other language class (lin- 
ear languages, deterministic context-free languages, matrix languages, etc.) with 
respect to the parallelization problem. 
(ii) It might be more feasible to define the complexity of a language by some other 
means than the Chomsky class. Investigate parallelization in such a new setting. 
(iii) Both (i) and (ii) lead t o d ecision problems and, in decidable cases, to problems 
of a more detailed characterization. 
7. Shuffle on trajectories of o-words 
In the next sections we introduce and investigate some shuffle-like operations on 
w-words and o-languages. A first approach of this topic was considered in [37]. 
Let C be an alphabet. An w-word over C is a function f : co ---+ C. Usually, the 
w-word defined by f is denoted as the infinite sequence 
f(o)_01 )f(2)f(3)f(4). . 
An w-word w is ultimately periodic iff w = a~~~vv.. , where a is a (finite) word, 
possibly empty, and v is a nonempty word. In this case w is denoted as c@‘. An 
w-word w is referred to as periodic iff w = vvv . . . for some nonempty word v E C*. In 
this case w is denoted as v”. The set of all w-words over C is denoted by Co. An 
o-language is a subset L of P, i.e., L C ,P. The set of all words and w-words over 
an alphabet Z is denoted by C”, that is CM = C* U ,P. 
The notation “3%” stands for “there exist infinitely many n”, whereas the notation 
“3<%” stands for “there are only finitely many n”. 
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Let C be an alphabet and let TV =UOCZ~U~~~ . . . be an o-word over Z, where ai E C for 
all i E co. The following notations will be used: a(i,j) = a;ai+l . . . aj, where i < j, and 
r(i, 0) = UiUi+l ai+ . . ., where i > 0. Moreover, k(a) denotes the set of those letters 
from C that occur infinitely many times in CI, i.e., 
Zn( a) = { cs E C 1 Yn such that a, = cr}. 
If L 2 C* is a language, then Lw denotes the the following o-language: 
Lo = { CY E Co 1 LX = w0wlw2 . . . ,where wi E L, i 2 0). 
Assume that Z and A are two alphabets. Let cp : C - A* be a morphism and let 
a=aouiu2... be an o-word over C, where ai E Z, for all i 2 0. The image by cp of cx 
is the o-word over A defined as 
where /Ii = q(ai) for all i > 0. 
Analogously, if o : C --+ P(A* ) is a substitution, then 
c(a) = (yoy1y2.. . 1 yi E o(q) for all i 2 0). 
A Biichi automaton is a quintuple A = (Q, C,qo, 6,F), where Q is a finite set of 
states, C is the input alphabet, qo E Q is the initial state, 6 is the transition relation, 
6 C: Q x C x Q, and F 5 Q is the set of jinal states. 
Let a be an o-word over C, a = aOala2 . . ., where ai E C, for all i 2 0. A run of A 
on a is a sequence of states s = sssis2 . . ., such that SO = 40 and (si,ai,si+i) E 6, for 
all i 3 0. The run is successful iff In(s) n F # 0. a is accepted by A iff there exists a 
successful run of A on a. 
The o-language recognized by A is 
L(A) = {a EC” 1 a is accepted by A}. 
An w-language L is referred to as o-regular or Bikhi recognizable iff there exists 
a Bilchi automaton A such that L(A) = L. The reader is referred to [47] or [38] for a 
survey on o-languages and automata. 
8. o-Trajectories 
In this section we introduce the notions of the o-trajectory and shuffle on CD- 
trajectories. The shuffle of two o-words has a natural geometrical interpretation related 
to lattice points in the plane. This geometrical interpretation is similar to the geo- 
metrical interpretation for the case of shuffle on trajectories of (finite) words, see 
Section 3. 
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Let V = {r,u} be the set of versors in the plane: r stands for the right direction, 
whereas, u stands for the up direction. 
Definition 8.1. An o-trajectory is an element t, t E V”. A set T, T & VW, is called a 
set of o-trajectories. 
Let C be an alphabet and let t be an o-trajectory, t = tot1 t2 . . ., where ti E V, i 2 0. 
Let tl, ,!I be two w-words over C, c( = aoala2 . . . , p = bob* b2 . . ., where ai, bj E .?I, i, j 2 0. 
Definition 8.2. The shuffle of cc with b on the w-trajectory t, denoted IXLIJ~~, is defined 
as follows: CUJ,/? = cacic2 . _ ., where, if (toti t2 . ..tilr =kl and ltotit2 . ..tilu=kz. then 
Remark 8.1. Observe that there is an important distinction between the finite case, 
i.e., the shuffle on trajectories, and the infinite case, i.e., the shuffle on o-trajectories: 
sometimes the result of shuffling of two words a and /3 on a trajectory t can be empty 
whereas the shuffle of two w-words over an w-trajectory is always nonempty and 
consists of only one w-word. 
Now we give a recursive definition of the operation LLI~, where t E VW. It will lead 
to the same notion of LLI! as Definition 8.2. 
Definition 8.3. Let C be an alphabet and let aj, i 2 0 be letters from C. Consider the 
functions first and last, defined as 
$rst(aoalaz.. .) = a0 and Zast,(aoalaz . . .) = ala2 . . . 
The operation LLI~, where t E VW, d E V is defined as follows: 
CrWdtB = 
fcrst(m)(last,(a)uJ,p> if d = r, 
jirst@)(aW,last,(~)) if d = u. 
If T is a set of w-trajectories, the shz@e of u with fl on the set T of w-trajectories, 
denoted alLlr/( is 
crLLJrP = u CrLLl,~. 
tET 
The above operation is extended to w-languages over C, if Li ,Lz C Co, then 
Notation. If T is VW then t.& is denoted by W,. 
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0 1 a0 al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 z 
Fig. 7. 
Example 8.1. Let a and /3 be the w-words o! =aoala2a3~4a~a6a7.. ., b = bOblbZb3b4.. . 
and assume that t = r2u3r5uru.... The shuflle of u with /I on the trajectory t is 
c~Lu,/~ = {aoa,boblb2a2a3a4a5a6b3a,b4.. .}. 
The result has the following geometrical interpretation (see Fig. 7): the trajectory t 
defines a line starting in the origin and continuing one unit right or up, depending of 
the definition of t. In our case, first there are two units right, then three units up, then 
five units right, etc. Assign u on the Ox axis and p on the Oy axis of the plane. The 
result can be read following the line defined by the trajectory t, that is, if being in 
a lattice point of the trajectory, (the comer of a unit square) and if the trajectory is 
going right, then one should pick up the corresponding letter from LX, otherwise, if the 
trajectory is going up, then one should add to the result the corresponding letter from 
/I. Hence, the trajectory t defmes a line in the plane, on which one has “to advance” 
starting from the origin 0. In each lattice point one has to follow one of the versors 
r or u, according to the definition of t. 
Assume now that t’ is another trajectory, say 
t’ = ur5u4r3 . . . 
The trajectory t’ is depicted in Fig. 7 by a much bolder line than the trajectory t. 
Observe that 
LXLLI,,/? = {b~a~a~a~a~a~b~b~b~b~a~a~a~. . .}. 
Consider the set of trajectories, T = {t, t’}. The shuffle of c1 with /3 on the set T of 
trajectories is 
C~LLI~/~ = {aoalboblb2a2a3a4a5a6b3a7b4.. . , boaoala2a3a4b,b2b3b4asa6a,. . .}. 
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The following theorem and its corollary are representation results for o-languages 
of the form L~LLIT&. 
Observe that we are using here the obvious associativity of the operation LLI,. 
Theorem 8.1. For all o-languages LI and L2, L,,L2 CC”, and for all sets T of o- 
trajectories, there exist a morphism cp and two letter-to-letter morphisms g, h and a 
regular o-language R, such that 
~51t.bL2 = cp((h(Ll N..L&2WJ) n RI. 
Proof. Let Ci and C2 be as before. Define the morphisms: g : C - CT, g(a) = al, 
aEC and h: C-C;, h(a)= a2, a E C. Let R be the regular o-language, R = (r-C1 U 
UC2 )” . 
Now consider the morphism 
cp : (Z, u c2 u V) - C’ 
defined as &al) = a, cp(a2) = a and cp(r) = cp(u) = ;1. 
It is easy to see that 
L1u-L2 = cp((W Ww&2WJ) n R. 
As a consequence, we obtain: 
Corollary 8.1. For all o-languages LI and Lz, L,,Lz C P, and for all sets T of w- 
trajectories, there exist a gsm M and two letter-to-letter morphisms g and h such 
that 
Llu-L2 = M(h(Ll Fuos(L2 UJ). 
Theorem 8.2. Zf L1 and L2 are regular w-languages, then L1 LLI, L2 is a regular o- 
language. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that LI and L2 are over the same 
alphabet C. Let Ai = (Qi, Z,& 6iyFi) be Btichi automata such that L(Ai) = Li, i = 1,2. 
We define a Biichi automaton A = (Q, C, qo, 6, F) such that L(A) = Ll ul,L2 as follows. 
Q = QI x Q2 x {0,1,2}. El ements in Q are denoted as [ql, q2, k], where qi E Qi, i = 1,2 
and 0 < k < 2. The initial state is qo = [q& q& 01, the final states are F = Ql x Q2 x (2). 
The transition function 6 is defined in such a way that it simulates nondeterministically 
on the first component the automaton Al or on the second component the automaton 
Aa. The third component of the states is used to record an occurrence of a final state 
from FI (by storing the value 1). The value 2 is stored if at some stage later a final 
state from F2 does occur. The value 0 is stored in the third component whenever the 
first two components are not final states. 
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Formally, the definition of 6 is 
Wql,qz,Ol,a) = ([~l(ql,a),q2,0l,[ql,~2(q2,a),q2,01) if b(ql,a) ,~FI, 
&hq2,0l,a) = {[b(ql,a),qz, ll [ql,&(q2,a),01) if b(ql,a)EF~, 
Wn,m ll,a) = {[~l(ql,~),q2,ll,h~~2(q2~~), 11) if b(q2,a) ,4F2, 
Wql,m 11,~) ={[b(ql,a),m ll,h,&(q2,a),21) if b(q2,a) EFL 
Wn,q2,2l,a)= ([~~(ql,~),q2,0l,[ql,~2(q2,~),q2,01} if h(ql,a),hFl, 
&[ql,q2,2l,a)= {[b(ql,a),q2,ll,[q1,~2(q2,~),q2,01) if &(ql,a)EFl. 
Clearly, L(A) = L1L.Ll,L2. 0 
The following theorem provides a characterization of those sets of o-trajectories T 
for which L~L&Lz is a regular o-language, whenever Li, L2 are regular o-languages. 
Theorem 8.3. Let T he a set of o-trajectories, T G{r,u}“. The following assertions 
are equivalent : 
(i) jbr all regular o-languages Ll, Lz, the o-language LILLITLZ is a regular Q- 
language. 
(ii) T is a regular w-language. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Assume that LI = r” and L2 = uw and note that LiLLlrL2 = T. It 
follows that T is a regular o-language. 
(ii) + (i): It follows from Theorems 8.1, 8.2 and from the closure properties of 
regular o-languages under intersection and morphisms. Cl 
9. Commutativity and associativity of shuffle on o-trajectories 
Definition 9.1. A set T of w-trajectories is referred to as commutative iff the operation 
LLlr is commutative, i.e., &LJT/? = /-XL@, for all alphabets C and for all a, B E P. 
Example 9.1. Note that w-shuffle is a commutative set of trajectories, whereas for 
instance, the literal o-shuffle, i.e., the shuffle over the set of o-trajectories consisting 
of only one o-trajectory t, 
is noncommutative. 
Notation. The morphism sym : {r, u} -+ {r, u}* is defined by sym(u) = r and 
sym(r) = 24. 
Remark 9.1. A set T of o-trajectories is commutative iff T = sym(T). 
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Proposition 9.1. If T is a regular set of u-trajectories, then it is decidable whether 
or not T is commutative. 
Proof. If T is a regular o-language, then sym(T) is also a regular o-language. Hence, 
the equality T = sym(T) is decidable. 0 
Notation. Let GF? be the family of all commutative sets of w-trajectories. 
Proposition 9.2. If (c)iel is a family of commutative sets of o-trajectories, then T’, 
T’ = n Ti, 
iEI 
is also a commutative set of w-trajectories. 
Proof. Let a and fi be o-words over C. Assume that w E o~LJ_I~~~. It follows that for 
all i, i EZ, w E CLLI~,~. But, each Ti is commutative, hence w E BLUria, for all i, i ~1. 
Therefore, w E &LJT~ LX. Thus, 
This implies that T’ is a commutative set of w-trajectories. 0 
Definition 9.2. Let T be an arbitrary set of w-trajectories. The commutative closure of 
T, denoted F, is 
i;= n T’. 
T & T’,T’Gf 
Observe that for all T, T C{r, u}~, F is an commutative set of o-trajectories and, 
moreover, i: is the smallest commutative 
Remark 9.2. The function -, _ : 9( VW) 
operator. 
set of o-trajectories that contains T. 
---+ S(P) defined as above is a closure 
Remark 9.3. One can easily verify that 
F = T U sym( T). 
9.1. Associativity 
The main results of Section 9 deal with associativity. After a few general remarks, 
we restrict the attention to the set V+” of o-trajectories t such that both r and u occur 
infinitely often in t. (It will become apparent below why this restriction is important.) 
It turns out that associativity can be viewed as stability under four particular operations, 
referred to as O-operations. This characterization exhibits a surprising interconnection 
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between associativity and periodicity, which in our opinion is of direct importance also 
for the basic theory of w-words. 
Definition 9.3. A set T of o-trajectories is associative iff the operation LLJr is asso- 
ciative, i.e., 
The following sets of o-trajectories are associative: 
1. T = {r,~}~. 
2. T = {TV VW 1 Itl, < co}. 
3. T = {rkt 1 t E VW and k 3 ko}, where ko 2 0 is a fixed integer. 
4. T={~oBoM . . .I cti E t-*,/Ii E U*and, moreover, Mi and Bi are of even length, i 2 0). 
Nonassociative sets of o-trajectories are for instance: 
1. T=(F-u)~. 
2. T = {t E VW 1 t is a Sturmian w-word }. 
3. T={Wowiw*... ( wi EL}, where L = {T%” 1 n 2 0). 
Definition 9.4. Let D be the set D = {x, y,z}. Define the substitutions 6, z : V - 
9(D*), as follows: 
a(r) = 1x9 y), a(u) = (21, 
r(y) = {x}, r(u) = {YJ}. 
Consider the morphisms cp and $, q, $ : V - D*, defined as 
cp(r) =x, rp(u) = y, 
$(r) = y, Ii/(u) = 2. 
Proposition 9.3. Let T be a set of o-trajectories. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) T is an associative set of o-trajectories. 
(ii) a(T) n ((~(T)LLIz~) = z(T) II (Ic/(T)LL!P). 
Proof. (i) =+ (ii): Assume that T is an associative set of o-trajectories. Consider w such 
that w E o(T) f~ ((p(T)LLlz”). It follows that there exists tl, tl E T, such that w E o(tl) 
and there exists t, t E T, such that w E cp(t)UP. Assume that 
t, = riO&ril . . .&+ . . ., 
for some nonnegative integers is, jh, 0 Q g, 1 < h. From the definition of r~ we conclude 
that 
WE {x,y}‘Oz~~{x,y}” . ..zj~{x.y}%.. 
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Since W E cp(t)L.Lk@, it follows that t = sosl . . , s, . . ., such that Sk E v* and /Sk 1 = ik for 
all k, 0 < k. Therefore, 
w E (xmwtym)wf,ZW. 
Because T is associative, there are t’ and ti in 2’ such that 
(xwwlyw)w~,zw = XWwr’(y~wr;Z~). 
Hence, we obtain that w EX~LQ(~~LL+Z~), for some t’ and ti in T. Now, it is easy to 
observe that this implies that w E z(T)n($(T)LLtP). Thus, o(T)n(cp(T)~~@‘) & z(T)n 
($(T)LLLP). The converse inclusion is analogous. Therefore, the equality from (ii) is 
true. 
(ii)+(i): Let C be an alphabet and let a,/?,~ be w-words over Z. Consider an o- 
word w, such that w E (aLL~r&Llr~. There exist t and tl in T such that w E (aW&Wt,y. 
Let u be the w-word obtained from w by replacing each letter from GI by x, each 
letter from p by y and each letter from y by z. Observe that u is in o(tl) and 
also in cp(t)LLLP. Therefore, u E o(T) n ((~(T)LLJP). By our assumption, it follows 
that v E z(T) n ($(T)LLI.P). Hence, there are t’ and ti in T such that u E z(t’) n 
(IC/(t{ )LLV). Note that this means that v E xWWt~(yWWt;z~). Hence, it is easy to see 
that w E ctWtt(PWpy), i.e., w E txW&lW~y). Thus, (~LLJT/?)WT~ 2 crW&?W~y). 
The converse inclusion is analogous. Therefore, for all CI, /?, y E F”, 
(aW,~)Wr = ~uww-Y). 
Thus, T is an associative set of o-trajectories. 0 
Proposition 9.4. If T is a regular set of w-trajectories, then it is decidable whether 
or not T is associative. 
Proof. Observe that if T is a regular w-language, then the languages o(T)rl((p(T)LLF) 
and z(T) n (+(T)LLl.P) are regular co-languages. Hence, the equality (ii) from the 
Proposition 9.3 is decidable. 0 
Notation. Let JZZ be the family of all associative sets of o-trajectories. 
Proposition 9.5. If (Ti)icI is a family of associative sets of o-trajectories, then T’, 
T’=nG, 
iEI 
is an associative set of co-trajectories. 
Proof. Analogous to Proposition 9.2. 0 
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Definition 9.5. Let T be an arbitrary set of o-trajectories. The associative 
T, denoted T, is 
49 
closure of 
T= r) T'. 
T 2 T’,T’Ed 
Observe that for all T, T C {r, u}*, r is an associative set of w-trajectories and, 
moreover, T is the smallest associative set of w-trajectories that contains T. 
Remark 9.4. The function -, - : CP( P) - P(P) defined as above is a closure 
operator. 
Notation. Let V,W be the set of all o-trajectories t E VW such that t contains infinitely 
many occurrences both of r and of u. 
Now we give another characterization of an associative set of w-trajectories from 
Vy. This is useful in finding an alternative definition of the associative closure of a 
set of o-trajectories and also to prove some other properties related to associativity. 
However, this characterization is valid only for sets of o-trajectories from V,O and 
not for the general case, i.e., not for sets of o-trajectories from VW. 
Definition 9.6. Let W be the alphabet W = {x, y,z} and consider the following four 
morphisms, pi, 1 < i < 4, where 
pi : W --+ V+“, 1 < i < 4, 
and 
PlG) = 4 PI(V) = r, Pl@) = UT 
Pz(x) = r, Pz(Y) = u, P2(Z) = % 
Pi = rr P3(Y) = % P3(Z) = 1, 
p4(x) = r, Pi = r, P4@) = u. 
Next, we consider four operations on the set of o-trajectories, V+“. 
Definition 9.7. Let O;, 1 < i < 4 be the following operations on V,O: 
Oi : V+” X V+” - V+“, 1 did4. 
Let t, t’ be in V,W 
1. 0, (t, t’) = p, ((XmLUtyo)LUtfzw), 
2. 02(t, t’) = p2((XWuJtyU)uJt’ZW), 
3. 03(t’, 1) = p3(X%Llt’(ywLUfZ~)), 
4. 04(t’, t) = p4(XwJ~‘(yvJ~zW)). 
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Definition 9.8. A set T C V,W is stable under O-operations iff for all tl, t2 E T, it follows 
that 0i(tl,t2)~ T, 1 d i < 4. 
Proposition 9.6. Let T be a set of o-trajectories, T C V+“. The following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(i) T is an associative set of w-trajectories. 
(ii) T is stable under O-operations. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is that for two w-trajectories t, t’ and for the w-words 
P, y” and z”, the operation 01 applied to t and t’ computes the (unique) trajectory 
t{ that occurs in the equality 
The operation 02 computes the (unique) w-trajectory tl that occurs in the above equal- 
ity. Analogously, 0s applied to tl and ti computes the (unique) trajectory t whereas 
04(t1, ti) = t’. 
(i) ------I. (ii): Assume that T+” is an associative set of o-trajectories. Since T is asso- 
ciative, there are tl and t{ in T such that 
(XYLl*yU’)W~~zW = x%Jt,(y%+z~). 
Hence, 
01(&t’) = p~((x”LU,yo)~,~zw) = p,(xWUJ&f’UJt;zW)) = r”LUt;~o = t; E T. 
Thus T is stable for 01. 
Analogously, 
02(t, t’) = p2((nW~tyW)~t~~W) = p2(x~~~,(y~~l;zo)) = YY_u~,u~ = tl E T. 
Hence T is stable for 02. 
A similar proof shows that T is also stable for 0s and 04. 
(ii)==+(i): Now assume that T C V,W is a set of o-trajectories stable under Oi, 
1 <iQ4. 
Let C be an alphabet and consider a, fi, y E P’ and t, t’ E T. Note that Ol(t, t’) = ti 
and 02(t, t’) = tl, for some tl, ti E T. 
Now it is easy to see that 
Thus, we obtain that 
For the converse inclusion, the proof is similar, but using this time the fact that T 
is stable under 0s and 04. 0 
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Remark 9.5. Here we like to point out why we restricted our attention to the set V+” 
and not to the general case V”. The operation 0 1 is defined to produce the u-trajectory 
t! (see the above proof). However, if T contains a trajectory t that is not in V+“, then 
Ot(t,t) is not necessarily in Vu. For instance t=rz@, then Ol(t,t)=ur$!P”. Thus, the 
operation Or is not well defined. A similar phenomenon happens with the operation 
03. 
Comment. Observe that ~33 = (gO( V,W), ( Oi)l <i+t) IS a universal algebra. If T is a set 
of w-trajectories, then denote by i; the union of all those sets of o-trajectories that are 
in subalgebra generated by T with respect o the algebra 9. 
Proposition 9.7. Let T C V+” be a set of u-trajectories. 
(i) i: is an associative set of (u-trajectories and, moreover, 
(ii) F = r, i.e., the associative closure of T is exactly the subalgebra generated by 
T in 23. 
Proof. (i) f is stable under the operations Oi, 1 d i < 4 and thus, by Proposition 9.6, 
ri’ is an associative set of o-trajectories. 
(ii) Observe that T C p and that ? is associative, hence lis 2 T. For the converse 
inclusion, let T’ C V+o be an associative set of o-trajectories uch that T C T’. Note that 
by Proposition 9.4, T’ is stable under the operations Oi, 1 < i < 4 and thus F C T’. 
Therefore TCT. 5 
Proposition 9.8. Let T C V,O be a set of o-trajectories. 
(i) If each t E T is a periodic co-word, then the associative closure of T, 7, has the 
same property, i.e., each ~trajectory in T is periodic. 
(ii) if additionally, each t E T has a palindrome as its period, then the associative 
closure of T, ‘T, has the same property. 
(iii) If T is a set of ultimately periodic co-trajectories, then the associative closure 
of T, 7, has the same property, i.e., each o-trajectory in 7; is ultimateiy periodic. 
Proof. (i) Note that the morphisms pi, 1 < i ~$4, preserve the periodicity. Now con- 
sider the operation 0 1. Let tl =P and t2 =s’O. Define p and q by p=Islr and q=&,. 
Observe that xw = (xP)~ and yw = (~4)“. Let v be the unique word xJ’L&yq (note that 
this is the shuffle over a finite trajectory, see Remark 8.1). Observe that xYLJt, yw = u” 
is a periodic o-word for some nonempty word v that contains both r and u (T C: V,“). 
Now assume that i= IsfIr, j= Is’/, and k= Iv/. Let n be the smallest common multiple 
of i, j, k. Assume that n = ii’ = jj’ = kk’ for some positive nonzero integers i’, j’, k’. 
Note that 
where c1 is the unique word v~‘u~I~,,~z~‘. 
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Hence, Or(tr, t2) is a periodic o-word. Similarly, Oi(tr, t2) is a periodic w-word, 
2<i<4. 
(ii) Observe that the morphisms pi, 1 < i < 4, are weak codings and hence they 
preserve the palindromes. The proof now proceeds as above. The resulting periods are 
palindromes. 
(iii) The proof is similar with the proof of (i). 0 
The above proposition yields: 
Corollary 9.1. The following sets of o-trajectories are associative: 
(i) the set of all periodic w-trajectories from V,“. 
(ii) the set of all periodic w-trajectories from V,W that have as their period a 
palindrome. 
(iii) the set of all ultimately periodic w-trajectories from V+O. 
9.2. Distributivity 
Observe that for each set of w-trajectories, T, the operation t-&’ is distributive over 
union both on the right and on the left side. Moreover, we adjoin to V”’ a unit element 
with respect to each UT, denoted 1. Note that 1 is not an w-word. Hence, we obtain 
the following mathematically important result: 
Proposition 9.9. If T is an associative set of trajectories, then for any alphabet C, 
9 = (s(c*), u, HIT, @,I) 
is a semiring. 
Proof. One can easily verify the axioms of a semiring, see [13]. 0 
10. Fairness of shuffle on o-trajectories 
Fairness is a property of the parallel composition of processes that, roughly speaking, 
means that each action of a process is performed with not too much delay with respect 
to performing actions from another process. That is, the parallel composition should 
be “fair” for both processes performed. 
Definition 10.1. Let T s{r, u}~ be a set of o-trajectories and let n be an integer, n B 1. 
T has the n-fairness property iff for all t E T and for all t’ E V’ such that t = t’t” for 
some t” E VW, it follows that 
I VI, - VI, I < n. 
This means that all o-trajectories from T are contained in the region of the plane 
bounded by the line y =x - n and the line y = n + n, see Fig. 8, for n = 4. 
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Fig. 8. 
Example 10.1, The w-literal shuffle, i.e., T = (ru)@ has the n-fairness property for all 
n, n 3 1. 
De~tion 10.2. Let 12 be a fixed number, IZ 2 1. Define the language F, as 
F, = {t E V”j / /i/r - It/u / < II, for all t’ such that t = t’t”, t’ f V”, t” E VW}. 
Remark 10.1. Note that a set T of trajectories has the n-fairness property if and only 
if T&F,. 
Proposition 10.1. For every n, n B 1, the language F,, is a regular o-language. 
Proof. We omit the s~ightfo~ard ~onstm~tion f a B&hi automaton for F,. U 
Corollary 10.1. If T is a regular set of o-trajectories and n is fixed, n 2 1, then it 
is decidable ~~hether or not T has the n-fairness property. 
Proof. Note that the inclusion problem for regular m-languages i decidable. Hence, 
this corollary follows from Proposition 10.1. q 
Proposition 10.2. The fairness property is preserved by the commutative closure. 
Proof. Assume that T has the n-fairness property for some n, n L 1. This means that: 
for all t E T and for all t’ such that t = t’t” for some t” E Y*, it follows that: 
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Obviously, 
Proposition 10.3. The fairness property is not necessarily preserved by the associative 
closure. 
Proof, Consider the set of trajectories T=(m)@. One can easily see that the associative 
closure of T does not have the fairness property. El 
11. Conchsion 
Shuffle on trajectories provides a useful tool to the study of a variety of problems 
in the area of parallel computation and in the theory of concurrency. 
This method of shuffling words and languages offers a uniform and global approach 
to the problem of finding parallel composition operations. 
There are many new problems of both theoretical and practical interest. For instance, 
the existence of a base B of a low complexity (a regular or a context-free language) 
for an associative set T of trajectories will provide a method to obtain a (finite) 
representation of T. Thus, such a representation can be used to implement T on a real 
computer. Nevertheless, it is of high interest whether such a representation is combined 
with a fast algorithm to produce each trajectory in T from trajectories in B. 
It is well known that ~_1 defines a partial order between words and that this par- 
tial order has good properties, see [19,16] or [30]. However, problems do occur in 
connection with LLI~, where T is a set of trajectories. 
Another important problem seems to be the problem of parallelization of languages. 
Shuffle on trajectories offers a suitable theoretical framework to investigate this prob- 
lem. Our examples in Section 6, as well as the results from Section 5, deal only with 
context-free and regular languages. However, much work remains in this direction. 
For instance, one can consider other intermediate classes of languages: locally testable 
languages, linear languages, deterministic context-free languages, etc. 
Also, the problem can be investigated in connection with the Turing complexity 
classes (time and space). Finding good parallelizations of problems can produce sig- 
nificant improvements with respect to the time used by a (one processor) computer to 
solve the problem. In this case the problem can be solved faster on a parallel computer. 
Other aspects from the theory of concurrency and parallel computation, such as pri- 
orities, the existence of critical sections, communication, the use of re-entrant routines, 
are studied using semantic constraints on the shuffle operation. Indeed, these aspects 
are more related to the inner structure of the words that are shuffled and they cannot 
be investigated using only syntactic constraints. We like to emphasize that perhaps 
the most useful and realistic types of constraints are mixed, i.e., both syntactic and 
semantic constraints. 
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Of a special interest is to extend these operations for more complex objects, such 
as graphs, networks or different types of automata. In this way one can obtain a more 
general framework to the study of the phenomena of parallelism and concurrency. 
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